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INTRODUCTION 
Present day history has much to be thankful for with 
regard to the facts in the life of St. Thomas of Canterbury. 
The life of this great statesman, bishop, saint, and martyr 
has come down to us from the records o~ men who were for the 
most part eyewitnesses of the things they relate, honest 
characters, accurate writers and what is of the greatest 
value in historical research, they were ~ and substantially 
~agreement~~ another in the facts they relate. 
Let us give a brief description of these biographers!. 
William of Canterbury was a monk of Christ Church, Canter-
bury. He had been invested with the mon~s~ic habit and 
ordained Deacon by St. Thomas. He wrote an account of the 
miracles of st. Thomas. This he did with such accuracy, 
that historians conclude that he must have had some sort of 
office connected with the tomb of our Saint. 
Benedict, Prior of Christ Church in 1175, also wrote 
1 Compare Rolls Series, Introduction by Robertson; John 
1~rris S. J., Life and N~rt~rdom of St. Thomas Becket, 
London, Burns ana-oates, 18 5, Introduction; Dictionary 
of National Biographl• 
I 
... 
an account of the miracles of St. Thomas. He was one of the 
Archbishop's most intimate friends. He also wrote a 
narrative called the Passion of St. Thomas which, unfortunate-
... , 
ly, has been lost. 
John of Salisbury, later Bishop of Chartres, was a 
very intimate friend, adviser and teach:r of St. Thomas. 
He is described as the most outstanding English man of 
letters of the time. He had been a pupil of Abelard and 
was recommended by Bernard of Clairvaux to Archbishop 
Theobald, St. Thomas's predecessor. He became Bishop of 
Chartres in 1176 and died in 1180. His life of St. Thomas 
is comparatively short because he wished merely to add to the 
other biographers of the Archbishop. 
Alan of Tewksbury was a Canon of Benevento; but was 
English by birth. In 1174 he entered the monastery of 
Christ Church and later became Prior in 1179. He was known 
for the firmness with which he defended the privileges of 
his monastery. His short biography was intended as a 
supplement to that of John of Salisbury. He died in 1202. 
Edward Grim achieved fame for himself by receiving a 
wound at the martyrdom of St. Thomas. He was a secular 
Cleric, born at Cambridge. He enjoyed only a casual 
acquaintance vnth the Saint • 
II 
.... 
A certain Roger, monk of Ponti~, is probably the 
author of another Life which exists but whose authorship 
has not been settled with certainty. 
.... 
Herbert of Bosham, Cleric, intimate friend and teacher 
of st. Thomas, wrote a long life of his Lord. It is 
tedious and wearisome. He wrote it in 1184. Besides the 
• biography he has left another work called Liber Melorum. 
Garnier de Pont s. Maxence wrote a life of St. Thomas 
in French verse between the second and sixth years after 
his death. He was edited by Immanuel Bekker in 1838 and 
M. Hippeau in 1859. He is not yet included in the Rolls 
Series. 
Then we have the chronicle of Gervase, monk of 
Canterbury, and the so-called Thomas Saga of Iceland. This 
life had been written in Latin by Robert of Cricklade, 
Prior of St. Frideswide's in 1184. It was forgotten in 
England but somehow became the foundation for the Icelandic 
tradition concerning St. Thomas. It is valuable and 
interesting. 
The main facts in the life of William Fitzstephen 
{or Stephanides, as he is sometimes called) are given by 
himself in his Life of St. Thomas. He tells us that he 
was a fellow citizen of st. Thomas, his cleric and member 
of his household. He was called by his master to be a 
III 
dictator in the chancery and was Subdeacon whenever the 
Saint sang 1~ss. When the Archbishop heard causes, Fitz-
stephen read the letters and document&7concerned with the 
case and even conducted causes ~self at his master's 
bidding. At the Council of Northampton, he sat at the 
feet of the Archbishop and did all ~e•could to console 
his grieving master. Vllien the Saint left the Council to 
go to the monastery of St. Andrew's, Fitzstephen went with 
him. Next, he tells us that, on his way to Rome, he met 
•• 
his old exiled master at Fleury in France. On the fatal 
night of the murder, he was with the ArchbisP,op when the 
storming knights came. He stayed with his master to the end, 
and was nearby when the first blow was struck. All this he 
tells us himself. 
But there is a strange fact connected with his life. 
Neither his Life nor Fitzstephen himself are spoken of with 
the slightest allusion by the contemporary biographers. And 
yet he features highly in the life of the Saint. He is not 
even mentioned by Herbert of Bosham who in his Catologus 
Erudi to rum intends to include .. all the names of the Saint's 
companions. Robertson may throw some light on the 
:mystery2: 
2 Rolls Series, volume III, Introduction P• xiv. 
IV 
Yet the suspicions which might arise from this silence 
of other writers concerning Fitzstephen appear to be quite 
untenable. His book itself has every appearance of genuine-
ness, and the manuscripts of it reach back almost to the 
time which is claimed for the composition of it. We must 
therefore endeavour to account for the absence of his name 
from contemporary writings by some other theory than that 
of supposing the Life to be spurious. And perhaps an ex-
planation may be found in the conjecture that Fitzstephen 
may have offended the archbishop's more thorough-going 
partisans by conduct which they regarded as unfaithful to 
the cause of the church. • 
His Life seems to show that he had some love for the 
world. :Note vii th what confidence he describes the "noble 
city of London" and the chancellor's magnificent visit to 
France, his rich table, etc. His personal welfare and safe-
ty he did not altogether despise either, as can be seen 
from his poem which he wrote for the King in order to win 
back the favor which had suffered much from his companion-
ship ;vith St. Thomas. 
Foss in his Judges ~ England 1.373 identifies him 
with a person of the sa..rne name who, in the year of the 
Archibishop's death, was appointed sheriff of Gloucester-
shire and later itinerant justice. If this is so, we may 
find here the reason why the other biographers are silent 
about Fitzstephe~. They were angry because he deserted 
their party for the service of the king. Mr. Foss in his 
Judges of England 1.373 states that he died in 1191. 




rhetorical Latin. If his rhetoric is at times apt to cause 
amusement to a modern reader, it must on the other hand be 
remembered that he was merely following the precepts of the 
Schools in employing a style descende~?from the flamboyant 
"Asiatic" rhetoric of the first and second centuries A.D., 
and still clearly recognizable, despite change of outlook, 
idiom and grammar. • He was also well-read, as his quotations 
and adaptations of the Classics prove. But he is not ex-
ceptional in this respect. Such quotations are a commonplace 
of the literary Latin of the day, and his range of reading 
in the ancient poets is typical of the age. 
The materials for the life of St. Thomas of Canterbury 
are part of a larger series collected under a plan proposed 
to the English treasury on January 26, 1857 by the Master 
of the Rolls for the publication of all the materials of 
the History of England from the Invasion of Rome to the 
time of Henry VIII. The collection was to be made from the 
known manuscripts. The whole series is known as the Rerum 
Britannicarum Medii Aevi Scriptores .£.!:. Chronicles and 
Memorials of Great Britain and Ireland during the Middle 
Ages, or, as it is popularly called, the Rolls Series. 
The diverse materials were to be handled by different editors. 
The 1mterials for the History of Thomas Becket was edited by 
----- -- -- -·----
.... 
James Craigie Robertson~ London~ Longman, Truebner, etc., 
1875-1877. It comprises all the lives and letters of st. 
Thomas. The present translation has been made from volume 
III of this collection3. 
As to the modern lives of the martyr, we could not 
do better than to quote Herbert Thurston S. J. from his 
article St. Thomas a Becket in the Cat~olic Encyclopedia: 
.... 
By far the best English life is Morris, The Life of 
St. Thomas Becket (2nd ed., London, 1885); there I'S"'"""a-
somewhat fUller work of L'Huillier, Saint Thomas de Can-
tobeTt (2 vols., Paris, 1891); the volume by Demimuia;-
st.omas Becket (Paris, 1909)~ in the series Les Saints 
iS not abreast of modern research. There are several ex-
cellent lives by Anglicans, of which Hutton~ Thomas Becket~ 
(London, 1900), and the account by Norgate in Diet. Nat. 
~., s. v. Thomas~ known as Thomas a Becket,"'""ar"e probably 
~est. The biography by Robertson; Becket Archbishop 
of Canterbury (London, 1859)~ is not sympathet~c. 
Nearly all the sources of the Life, as well as the 
books of miracles •vorked at the shrine, have been edited 
in the Rolls Series by Robertson under the title l~terials 
for the Histo~ of Thomas Becket (7 vols., London, 1875-
TS"S"3}. The vii uable Norse saga is edited in the same series 
by ~~gnusson, Thomas Saga Erkibyskups (2 vols.~ London~ 
1884). The chronicie-or-Garn~er de Pont s. Maxence, Vie 
de St. Thomas 1~rtyr, has been edited by Hippeau) PariS; 
~59T. The miracles have been specially studied from an 
agnostic standpoint by Abbot, Thomas of Canterbury, his 
death and miracles (2 vols., London~ ~98). Some valuable 
materiar-has been collected by Radford~ Thomas of London 
before his consecration {Cambridge~ 1894). on 'tile reld.'cs 
see MorriS~ Relics o£ ~· Thomas {London~ 1888); Thornton~ 
3 The translation of the Descriptio Londoniae is based upon 
a re-examination of the orig~nal MSS.~ a work done by w. J. 
1Iillor S. J. 
VII 
Becket's Bones (Canterbu~~ 1900); Ward, The Canterbu~ 
Pi1frima,es (LOndon~ 1904); Warner in Engl. Hlst. Rev., 
VI 1891 , 754-56. ---- ---
To one who studies English Church History, it is of 
the greatest interest to note how the doctrine of the 
VIII 
•• 
Catholic Church in that country has been revealed, explained, 
and crystallized, as it were, page by p~ge through the 
• 
strong defense that She ever put up against the challenge 
to that doctrine by the secular power; and how the rights 
and privileges of the Church have been gradually made 
known, respected and finally stamped into the consciousness 
of ruler and people through the powerful conviction that 
follows the spectacle of martyrs' blood. St. Thomas was 
not the first to fight to the end in defense of the Church 
against the encroachments of the secular power. We all 
know the famous quarrel about Investiture between William 
the Conqueror (1066-1087) and Lanfranc, Archbishop of 
Canterbury; and between Wi11i~m II (1097-1100) and Henry I 
(1100-1135) and St. Anselm, Lanfranc's successor. By the 
persistent defense of these two champions of the Church, 
the notorious abuse of Investiture was abolished; no 
longer did the king appoint a Bishop and invest hLm with 
staff and mitre; no longer did he expect homage from him as 
a secular prince. After St. Thomas other quarrels will 
come; but the Catholic Church of England vrlll ever rise 
glorious above the horizon, fortified and purified, its 
noble brow enshrined in the blood-red crowns of a Langton, 
Fisher and More. 
No one who studies carefully the ~istory of the time 
can fail to see the innnense moral force which such an ex-
ample lent to the cause oft he weak and to the liberties 
both of the Church and the people, against all forms of 
absolutism and tyranny. The precise quarrel for which 
St. Thomas gave his life was relative!~ a small matter. 
·what was of supreme importance was the lesson that there 
was something higher, stronger, and more enduring than the 
will of the most powerful earthly despot4 • 
4 Herbert Thurston s. J., Catholic Encyclopedia, England. 
IX 
PROLOGUE .. 
To the Glory of Almighty God and in everlasting memory 
of the Blessed Thomas and for ·the profit and edification of 
all who read or hear me. I. Willi~m Fitzstephen. have been at 
pains to •vrite the life and passion o~>Thomas himself, the 
good Archbishop and 1Tartyr. I was his fellow-citizen, his 
clerk and a member of his household, and by his own lips I 
was called to partake in his anxietiesf I was draughtsman1 
in his chancery, subdeacon in his chapel when he celebrated, 
reader of letters and instr~ments when he sat to hear suits, 
and in some of these, when he himself so ordered, advocate. 
I lvas present with him at the Council of Northampton, when 
matters of great import were transacted, I beheld his martyr-
dom at Canterbury, and very many things herein set down I saw 
1rl th m:y O¥.'D. eyes and heard v.-i th my mm ears, while certain 
things I heard from relaters who had knowledge thereof. 
Plato in a discourse set forth a form of constitution; 
Sallust in his History described the situation of Africa on 
the occasion of the Carthaginians' rebellion against the 
Romans and of the Romans' oft crossing of the seas for their 
subjugation2; and I shall describe the situation and the 
1 11 draughtsman." For the Latin dictator there is no exact 
equivalent. Probably the composer of the set periods in 
which the formal parts of episcopal letters were expressed. 
2 A reference to the Republic of Plato and to the Jugurtha of 
Sallust, neither of which authors had been read by Fitz-
stephen. Sallust does not describe the situation of Africa, 
and the Numidians are not Carthaginians. 
1 
•• 
constitution of London on the occasion offered me by the 
Blessed Thomas. 
A DESCRIPTION OF 1'HE MOST NOBLE CITY OF LONDON 
..... 
Among the noble cities of the world that are celebrated 
by Fame, the City of London, seat of the Monarchy of England, 
is one "Lhat spreads its fame wider, seids its wealth and 
wares further, and lifts its head higher than all others. It 
is blessed in the wholesomeness of its air, in its reverence 
for the Christian faith, in the strength of its bulwarks, 
the nature of its situation, the honor of its citizens, and 
the chastity of its matrons. It is likewise most merry in 
its sports and fruitful of noble men. Of these things it is 
my pleasure to treat, each in its own place. 
There 
"the mild sky doth soften hearts of men3rr, 
not that they may be 11v1eak slaves of lust4", but that they 
may not be savage and like unto beasts, may, rather, that 
they may be of a kindly and liberal temper. 
In the Church of St. Paul is the Bpiscopal See. Once 
it >VS.s l1ietropolitan, and it is thought that it will be so 
h 
again, if the citizens return to the island0 , unless perchance 
the Archiepiscopal title of the Blessed Martyr Thomas and 
3 Lucan 8.366 (slightly altered). 
4 Compare Persius 5.58 
5 Geoffrey of }£on.'Jlouth, Historia Bri tonum 7.3 
2 
•• 
the presence of his body preserve that honor for all time 
at Canterbury, where it now resides. But since St. Thomas 
has adorned both these cities, London in his rising and 
..... 
Canterbury by his setting, each city has, in respect of the 
Saint himself, something further that it may urge not 1vith-
out justice, one against the other. Also as concerns 
• Christian worship, there are both in London and the suburbs 
thirteen greater conventual churches, and a hundred and 
twenty-six lesser parochial. 
On the East stands the palatine Citadel, exceeding 
great and strong, whose walls and bailey rise from very deep 
foundations, their mortar being mixed with the blood of 
beasts. On the West are two strongly fortified castles, 
while thence runs continuously a great ·wall and high, vvi th 
seven double gates, and with towers along the North at 
intervals. On the South, London was once walled and towered 
in like fashion, but the Thames, that mighty river, teeming 
;rlth fish, which runs on that side vvith the sea's ebb and 
flow, has in course of time washed away those bulwarks, under-
mined and cast them do>m. Also up-stream to the West the 
Royal Palace rises high above the river, a building beyond 
compare, with an ouvnork and bastions, two miles from the 
City and joined thereto by a populous suburb. 
On all sides, beyond the houses, like the gardens of the 
citizens that dwell in the suburbs, planted w·ith trees, 
3 
spacious and fair, adjoining one another. 
On the North are pasture lands and a pleasant space of 
flat meadows, intersected by running vmters, which turn re-
vol ving mill-wheels v.d. th merry din. l!a.l-d by there stretches 
a great forest with wooded glades and lairs of wild beasts, 
deer both red and fallow, vrild boars and bulls. The corn-
fields are not of barren gravel, but ri~ Asian plains such 
as "make glad the crops6" and fill the barns of their farmers 
"with sheaves of Ceres' stalk711 • 
There are also around London in the suburbs most ex-
cellent wells, v.rhose vmters are sweet, wholesome and clear, 
and whose 
"runnels ripple a...Tilid pebbles brighten • 
.Among those Holywell, Clerkenwell, and St. Clement's Well 
are most famous and are visited by thicker throngs and greater 
multitudes of students and of the young men of the City, ~vho 
go out on summer evenings to take the air. In truth a good 
City when it has a good Lord9J 
This City 1'1ins honor by its men and glory by its arms 
and has a multitude of inhabitants, so that at the time o~ 
6 Virgil, Georgics 1.1 
7 Virgil, Georgics 2.517 
8 Anonymous, perhaps by Fitzstephen himself. 
9 A hit at Henry II. 
4 
5 
the calamitous wars of King Stephen's reignlO the men going forth 
•• 
from it to be mustered were reckoned twenty thousand armed horse-
rnen and sixty thousand foot-soldiers. The citizens of London are 
everyv1here regarded as illustrous and renowned beyond those of 
all other cities for the elegance of their fine manners, raiment 
and table. The inhabitants of other towns are called citizens, 
but those of this are called barons. And with them a solemn oath 
ends all strife. The matrons of London.are very Sabines11 • 
• 
In London the three principal churches to wit the Episcopal 
See of the Church of St. Paul, the Church of the Holy Trinity, 
and the Church of St. l\'i.artin, have fa."Jlous schools by privilege 
and in virtue of their ancient dignity. But through the personal 
favor of some one or more of those learned men 1Nho are knmm and 
eminent in the study of philosophy there are other schools 
licensed by special grace and permission. On holy days the 
masters of the schools assemble their scholars at the churches 
whose feast day it is. The scholars dispute, some in 
demonstrative rhetoric, others in dialectic. Some "hurtle 
enthymemes12 n, others vvi th great skill employ perfect syllogisms. 
10 Stephen \vas king of England from 1097 to 1154. He was the 
nephew of King Henry I. Vfuen Henry I died, his daughter, 
I,Ja.tilda ·was heiress to the throne; but Stephen usurped the 
crown. As a result his reign was filled 'lvi th discord 
instigated by the adherents of Uatilda. 
11 The Sabines were an Italic tribe of central Italy and con-
temporaneous with early Rome. Knovm for their simple lives 
and physical courage, ·they had a reputation f'or severe dis-
cipline and sturdy character. 
12 Compare Juvenal 6.449. 
r 
6 
Some are exercised in disputation for the purpose of display~ 
which is but a wrestling bout of vrit, but others that they may 
establish the truth for the sake of perfection. Sophists ·who 
produce fictitious arguments are accounted happy in the profusion 
and deluge of their ·words; others seek to trick their opponents 
by the use of fallacies. Some orators from time to time in 
rhetorical haran6ues seek to carry perst.asion, taking pains to 
observe the precepts of their art and to omit naught that ap-
pertains thereto. Boys of different schools strive one against 
another in verse or contend concerning the principles of the 
art of gra!runar or the rules governing the use of past and future. 
There are others who employ the old wit of the cross-roads in 
epigrams, rhymes and metre; with "Fescennine License13 "~ they 
lacerate their comrades outspokenly~ though mentioning no 
names; they hurl "abuse and gibes 14 "~ they touch the foibles 
of their comrades, perchance even of their elders with 
Socratic wit, not to say 
11bite more keenly even than Theon's toothl5", 
in their "bold dithyrambs 1611 • 'l'heir hearers 
"ready to laugh their filll7n~ 
13 Compare Horace, Epistles 2.1.145 
14 Compare Macrobius, Saturnalia 7.3 
15 Compare Horace, Epistles 1.18.82 
16 Horace~ Odes 4.2.10 
17 Compare Persius 1.132 
.... 
18 
''With vrrinking nose repeat the loud guffaw "• 
Those that ply their several trades, the vendors of 
each several thing, the hirers out of their several sorts 
of labors are found every morning each in their separate 
quarters and each engaged upon his own peculiar task. More-
over there is in London upon the river's bank, anri.d the wine 
that is sold from ships and vr.ine-cellars, a puulic cook-
shop19. There daily, according to the season, you may find 
viands, dishes roast, fried, and boiled, fish great and small, 
the coarser flesh for the poor, the more delicate for the 
rich, such as venison and birds both big and small. If 
friends, weary with travel, should of a sudden come to any 
of the citizens, and it is not their pleasure to wait fast-
ing till fresh food is bought and cooked, 
11 let servants bring water for hands and bread2011 ; 
meanwhile they hasten to the river, and there all things that 
they desire are ready to their hand. However great the 
infinitude of knights or foreigners that enter the city or are 
about to leave it, at whatever hour of night or day, that the 
'7 
former may not fast too long nor the latter depart without their 
18 Persius 3.87 
19 This 11cookshop"--for the vmrd coquina can hardly mean 
"cookshop quarter"--was probably near the Vintry; the ship 
probably came to Dowgate. 
20 Virgil, Aeneid 1.701 
8 
dinner, they turn aside thither, if it so please them, a!d refresh 
themselves each after his own manner. Those who desire to fare 
delicately, need not search to find sturgeon or "Guinea-fowl" or 
"Ionian francolin21 ", since all dainties that are found there are 
set forth before their eyes. Now th.its is a public cook-shop, 
appropriate to a city and pertaining to the art of civic life. 
lienee that saying which we read in the Gorgias of Plato, to vdt 
that the art of cookery is a couriterftit of medicine and a 
flattery of the fourth part of the art of civic life22 • 
In the suburb iJTLrnediately outside one of the gates there 
23 is a amooth field , both in fact and in name. On eve~ sixth 
day of the week, unless it be a major feast-day on which solemn 
rites are prescribed, there is a much frequented show of fine 
horses for sale. Thither come all the Earls, Barons and Knights 
who are in the Ci·ty, and v.-i th them many of the citizens, whether 
to look or buy. It is a joy to see the ambling palfreys, their 
skin full of juice, their coats aglisten, as they pace softly, 
21 Horace, Bpodes 2.53-54 
22 Plato (Gorg1as 464 B ff.) makes Socrates say that the art 
politics (civilitas-politike), ',,rhich has two parts, viz. 
legislation and Justice,attends to the soul,while a nameless 
art made up of two parts, medicine and gymnastic, attends to 
the body; flattery has distributed herself into four imita-
tions of the four arts, cookery being the counter.feit o.f medi-
cine. Fitzstephen calls it a flattery of the fourt~ part of 
civil i tas, as though the four arts to get her made up poli tike, 
the na.rneless art (of which medicine and gymnastic are sub-
divisions) being ignored. There is no reason to suppose that 
Fitzstephen had the ·least idea of Plato's meaning. His 
knowledge o.f the Gorgias must have been derived from Latin 
allusion to the passage in question. 
23 (West) Smithfield. 
in alternation raising and putting dovm the feet on one side 
together; next to see the horses that best befit Bsquires, 
moving more roughly, yet nimbly, as they raise and set down 
the opposite feet, fore and hind, fir~t on one side and then 
on the other; then the younger colts of high breeding, un-
broken and 
11high-stepping Hi th elastic ~read24 ", 
and after them the costly dextriers of graceful form and 
goodly stature, 
ttwi th quivering ears, high necks and plump buttocks25". 
As these show their paces, the buyers watch first their gen-
tler gait, then that s·wifter motion ·wherein their fore feet 
are thro\vn out and back together, and the hind feet also, 
as it ·rrere, countenvise. ~~en a race between such trampling 
steeds is about to begin, or perchance between others which 
are likewise, after their kind, strong to carry, swift to 
run, a shout is raised, and horses of the baser sort are 
bidden to turn aside. Three boys riding these fleet-foot 
steeds, or at times ~vo as may be agreed, prepare themselves 
for the contest. Skilled to command their horses, they 
"curb their unta.-rned mouths ·with jagged bits 26", 
and their chief anxiety is that their rival shall not gain 
24 Virgil, Georgics 3.76 
25 Compare Virgil, Georgics 3.84,79 
26 Compare Horace, Odes 1.8.6 
9 
.... 
the lead. The horses likevlise after their fashion lift up 
their spirits for the race; "their limbs tremble; impatient 
of delay, they cam10t stand still 2711 • When the signal is 
given, they stretch forth their 1 imbs, . they gallop away, they 
.. ? 
rush on with obstinate speed. Their riders, passionate for 
renovm, hoping for victory, vie with one anoth6r in spurring 
their swift horses and lashing them fol'J"ard with their 
switches no less than they excite them by their cries. You 
would believe that "all things are in motion2811 , as Heraclitus 
maintained, and that the belief of Zeno was wholly false, 
when he claimed that motion was impossible and that no man 
could ever reach the finish of a race. 
In another place apart stand the wares of the country 
folk, instru..ments of agriculture, long-flanked swine, covvs 
with swollen udders, and 
"wooly flocks and bodies huge of kine 29". 
1\'la.res stand there, meet for ploughs, sledges and two-horsed 
carts; the bellies of some are big 1~th young; round others 
move their offspring, new-born, sprightly foals, inseparable 
followers. 
27 Virgil, Georgics 3.84 · 
28 Heraclitus of Ephesus (c.510 B.C.) taught that existence was 
perpetual chan*e; cp. his fa..rnous saying 11All things are in a 
state of flux.' Zeno of Elatea (c.450 B.C.) sought to prove 
that on account of the infinite divisibility of space motion 
was impossible, and that therefore the slowest moving thing 
(e.g. the tortoise) could not be overtaken by the swiftest 
(e.g. Achilles). 
29 A possible echo of Virgil and Ovid. 
10 
To this city, from every nation that is under heaven, 
merchants rejoice to bring their trade in ships. 
"Gold from Arabia, from Sabaea spice 
And incense; from the Scythians arms of steel 
Well-tempered; oil from the rich groves of palm 
That spring from the fat lands ~f Babylon; 
•• 
Fine gems from Nile, f'rom China crimson silks; 
French wines; and sable, vair and miniver 
From the far lands where Russ and Norsemen dwell30u. 
London, as the chroniclers have shown31 , is far older than 
• Rome. For, owing its birth to the s~~e Trojan ancestors, it 
was founded by Brutus before Rome was founded by Romulus and 
Remus. 1Yhorefore they both still use the ancient laws and 
like institutions. London like Rome is divided into wards. 
In place of' Consuls it has Sheriffs every year; its senatorial 
11 
order and lesser magistrates; sewers and conduits in its streets, 
and for the pleading of diverse causes, demonstrative, 
deliberative and judicial, it has its proper places, its 
separate courts. It also has its assemblies on appointed days. 
I do not think that there is any city deserving greater approval 
for its customs in respect to church-going, honor paid to the 
ordinances of God, keeping of feast-days, giving of alms, enter-
tainment of strangers, ratifying of bethrothals, contracts of 
marriage, celebration of nuptials, furnishing of banquets, 
cheering of guests, and like·wise for their care in regard to 
30 Anonymous. A doggerel inspired by Virgil, Georgics 1.56£'£'. 
and 2.114ff. 
31 Geoffrey of },[onmouth, Historia Bri tonu..~ 1.17 
•• 
the rites of' funeral and the burial of the dead. The only 
plagues of' London are ·(;he irn..rnodorate drinking of fools and 
the frequency of fires. 
To that which I have said this al9o must be added~ that 
al:cnost all Bishops, Abbots and Eagnates of England are, as it 
1rere, citizens and freemen of the City of London, having 
lordly habitations there, whither they 't-epair and wherein 
they make lavish outlay, when su..rn..rnoned to the City by our 
Lord the King or by his Metropolitan to councils and great 
assemblies, or drawn thither by their ovm affairs. 
Furthermore let us consider also the sports of the City, 
since it is not meet that a city should only be useful and 
sober, unless it also be pleasant and merry. '.'lherefore on 
the seals of the High Pontiffs down to the time when Leo 
\vas pope, on the one side of the signet Peter the Fisherman 
was engraved and over him a key stretched forth from heaven 
as it were by the hand of God, and around it the verse, 
3" II 
"For me thou left'st the ship; take though the key '"' • 
And on the other side was engraved a city with this device, 
"Golden Rom.e 33". Also it was said in praise of Caesar 
Augustus and Rome: 
"All night it rains; vrith davm the shows return. 
Caesar, thou shar 'st tl;ine empery vd th Jove34u. 
London in place oi' shows in the theatre and stage-plays has 
32 Compare Ciaconius, De Vitis fontificum 1.807 
33 Ausonius, De Claris-rrrbibus 1.216 
34 Virgil; compare Dona~us, V~ta Virgilii 69 
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.. 
holier days~ wherein are shown forth the miracles wrought by 
Holy Confessors or the sufferings vvhich glorified the con-
stancy of Martyrs. 
Moreover, each year upon the day called Carnival--to 
..... 
begin with the sports of boys (for we were all boys once)--
boys from the schools bring fighting-cocks to their ma.ster; 
and the whole forenoon is given up to boyish sport; for they 
.. 
have a holiday in the schools that they may watch their cocks 
do battle. After dinner all the youth of the City goes out 
into the fields to a much-frequented game of ball. The 
13 
scholars of each school have their own ball~ and almost all the 
vmrkers of each trade have theirs also in their hands. Elder 
men and fathers and rich citizens come on horse-back to vratch 
the contests of their juniors, and after their fashion are 
young again with the young; and it seems that the motion of 
their natural heat is kindled by the contemplation of such 
violent motion and by their partaking in the joys of 
untr~mmelled youth. 
Every Sunday in Lent after dinner a "fresh swarm of young 
35 gentles " goes forth on war-horses, "steeds skilled in the 
36 
contest u, of which each is 
37 
"apt and schooled to wheel in circles round ". 
35 Compare Horace, Odes 1.35.30 
36 Compare Horace~ Ar"S""Poetica 84 
37 Compare Ovid~ Ars-A~atoria 3.384 
•' 
From the gates burst forth in throngs the lay sons of citizens, 
armed >vi th lance and shield, the younger with shafts forked at 
38 the end, vri th steel point removed; "they wake vvar 's semblance 11 
and in mimic contest exercise their skill at arms. Many 
..... 
courtiers come too, 1-rhen the King is in residence; and from the 
household of Sarls and Ba,rons co;:1.e young men not yet invested 
·with the belt of knighthood, that they J)ay there contend to-
gether. Each one of them is on fire with hope of victory. The 
fierce horses neigh, "their limbs tremble; they champ at the 
14 
bit; impatient of delay they cannot stand stin3911 • ·\'\!hen at length 
40 11 the hoof of trampling steeds careers along 11 , 
the youthful riders divide their hosts; some pursue those 
that fly before, and cannot overtake them; others unhorse 
their comrades and speed by. 
At the feast of Easter they make sport with naval tourneys, 
as it were; for a shield being strongly bound to a stout pole 
in mid-stream, a small vessel, driven on by many an oar and 
by the river's flow, carries a youth standing at the prow, who 
is to strike a shield with his lance. If he break the lance 
by striking the shield and keep his feet unshaken, he has 
achieved his purpose and fulfilled his desire. If, however, 
he strike it strongly without splintering his lance, he is 
38 Compare Virgil, Aeneid 5.674 
39 Virgil, Georgics 3.84 
40 Compare horace, Satires 1.1.114 
thrown into the rushing river, and the boat of its ovm speed 
passes him by. But there are on each side of the shield tvm 
vessels moored, and in them are many youths to snatch up the 
striker who has been sucked dovm by the stream, as soon as he 
..... 
emerges into sight or 
41 
"once more bubbles on the topmost wave "• 
15 
On the bridge and the galleries above tie river are spectators 
of the sport "ready to laugh ·cheir fill4211 • 
On feast-days throughout the summer the youths exercise 
themselves in leaping, archery and wrestling, putting the 
stone, and throwing the thonged javelin beyond a mark, and 
fighting with sword and buckler. "Cythera leads the dance 
of maidens and the earth is smitten with free foot at moon-
43 
rise "• 
In -,'linter on almost every feast-day before dinner either 
f · b d h d · h 11 l; 1 1' ht · · ft4411 orum.ng oars ft-·,1 . oe;s, arme <VJ. t ··us.K:s ~g n~ng-svn · , 
themselves soon to be bacon, fight for their lives, or fat 
bulls with butting horns, or huge bears, do combat to the 
death against hounds let loose upon them. 
When the great marsh that washes the Northern walls of 
41 Compare Persius 3.34 
42 Compare Persius 1.132 
43 Compare Horace, Odes 1.4.5 and 1.37.1 
44 Compare Phaedrus~.5 
... 
the city is frozen, dense throngs of youths go forth to dis-
port themselves upon the ice. Some gathering speed by a run, 
glide along, vl1. th feet set well apart, over a vast space of 
ice. Others make themselves seats of Ite like millstones, 
and are dragged along by a number vrho run before them hold-
ing hands. Sometimes they slip owing to the greatness of 
• their speed and fall, every one of them upon their faces. 
others there are, more skilled to sport upon the ice, who 
fit to their feet the shin-bones of beasts, lashing them 
beneath their ankles, and 11vith iron-shod poles in their hands 
they strike ever and anon against the ice and are borne along 
swift as a bird in flight or a bolt shot from mangonel. But 
sometimes two by agreement run one against the other from a 
great distance, and, raising their poles, strike one another. 
One or both fall, not without bodily harm, since on falling 
they are borne a long way in opposite directions by the force 
of their o·wn motion; and wherever the ice touches the head, 
it scrapes and skins it entirely. Often he that falls breaks 
arm or shin, if he fall upon it. But yout}1 is an age greedy 
of renown, yearning for victory, and exercises itself in 
mimic battles that it may bear itself more boldly in true 
combats. 
Many of the citizens delight in taking their sport with 




dogs tha. t vro.ge vm.rfare in the woods. The citizens have the 
special privilege of hunting in Middlesex, !Jt;;rtfordshire., and 
\ 
all Chiltern, and in Kent as far as the river Gray. The 
Londoners, who are called Trinobantes, repulsed Gaius Julius 
45 Caesar 1 who 
... ., 
"rejoiced 
'io na.ke no way save with the spilth of blood46n. 
~'ihence Lucan 11vri tes, 
17 
"To the Britons whom he sought He showed his coward back47• 11 
The City of London has brought forth not a few men vrho 
subdued :many nations and the Roman Empire to their sway, and many 
others whom valor has 
"raised to the Gods as lords of earth48 n. 
as had been promised to Brutus by the oracle of Apollo, 
"Brutus, past Gal beneath the set of sun, 
There lies an isle in Ocean ringed vrlth ~~ters. 
This seek; for there shall be thine age-long home. 
Here for thy sons shall rise a second Troy, 
Here from thy blood shall monarchs spring, 4~o whom All earth subdued shall its obeisance make "• 
And in Christian times she brought forth the great Emperor Con-
stantine50, who gave the city of Rome and all the insignia of 
Empire to God and the Blessed Peter and Sylvester the Roman Pope, 
45 Geoffrey of Mon.l!louth, Historia Britonum 4,.3-9 
46 Lucan 2.439 
47 Lucan 2.572 
48 Horace, Odes 1.1.6 
49 Geoffrey()l'"i.;on.l!louth, llistoria Britonum 1.11 
50 For the forged Donation of Constantine see Ed-,vard Gibbon., 
Decline and~~~ Roman Empire, chapter 49. 
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to whom he rendered the office of a groom and rejoiced no 
longer to be called emperor but rather the Defender of the 
Holy Roman Church. And that the peace of the Lord Pope 
.. ·7 
might not be shaken with the tumult of the noise of this 
world by reason of his presence, he himself departed altogether 
from the city which he had conferred on the Lord Pope, and 
.. 
built for himself the city of Byzantium. 
And in modern times also she has produced monarchs 
renowned and magnificent, the E'mpres s 1latilda 51 , King Henry 
the Third52 , and Blessed Thomas, the Archbishop, Christ's 
glorious Martyr, 
"than vrhom 53 She bore no whiter soul nor one more dear "• 
to all good men of the Latin world. 
51 Empress .il'Iatilda (1102-1167) was the daughter of Henry I 
King of England, and ~:d fe of Emperor Henry V of Germany. 
She v,ras the true heiress to the Bnglish throne after the 
death of IIenry I; but the crown vms usurped by Stephen. 
After the death of the latter she ruled for some time but 
her haughtiness made her so unpopular that when Henry II1 
her son became old enough, she abdicated. She played the 
part of mediator between Henry II and St. Thomas of 
Canterbury. 
52 King Henry the Third is the "Young King," second son of 
Henry II. He was crowned at Westminster (1170) and aga4, 
with his queen, at Winchester (1172). 
53 Horace, Satires 1.5.41 
.. 
LIFJ:; AlJD FASSIOL; OF SAIIJl' THCJJ,:AS, Ar?.CHBISHOP Aim EARTYR 
BY I'VILLI.AM FITZSTEPiilil; CITIZJ£N OF LONDON 
Even before his birth, God knew S~. Thomas and prodestined54 
him for great things. He made kno>vn his future greatness to 
his mother by revelation. Before the child w·as born, she 
dreamed that she held the entire archiet>iscopal Church of 
Canterbury in her womb. As soon as the child was brought 
into the world, the midwife held him in her arms and said: 
"I have raised an Archbishop from the earth." One night when 
the infant lay in the oradle, the mother dre~~d that she 
complained to the nurse that the child had no covering~ '~lhy, 
Lady, he has a very good oneZ" 11Show me," said the mother. 
The nurse brought the covering and tried to unfold it entirely 
that the mother might see; but it >vas impossible. 11 It is so 
large that I cannot spread it out in this room." The mother 
ansvrered, "Go into the hall and open it there. 11 The nurse 
tried to do this, "but I cannot open it here either." The 
mother wondering, said, 11 Go out into the now vacant street; 
there you surely vdll be able." But even there the nurse 
could not succeed in spreading out the covering. "The covering 
is so large," she exclaimed, "that I am unable to find the end 
54 Compare Romans 8.29 
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of it; it seems to cover all England, and being still larger, 
extends beyond its borders." 
Thomas therefore vrn.s born of legitimate ·wedlock and 
good parents. His father was Gilbert, one time sheriff of 
London; and his mother's name vre.s Kahalt. They belonged to 
the middle-class of London, and avoidini all vvholesale traffic 
in money and trade, they ·were content to live honorably on 
their modest income. 
The following incident will prove that Gilbert received 
some sign from above concerning his child. He had entrusted 
the boy for some time to the care of Robert, Prior of the 
religious House of Canons at 1/ierton. One day the father came 
to see his son. ~Vhen the boy vre.s brought before the Prior and 
his father, the latter prostrating himself made a hu.rnble obei-
sance to the child. nAre you mad, old man?", cried the in-
dignant Prior, "you prostrate yourself at the feet of your 
child? It is he who should pay you that honor.n The father 
answered him secretly, 111-Jiy Lord, I 1mow vrhat I am doing; this 
boy will be a great man before the Lord. 11 
The years of his infancy, childhood and puberty were 
spent in all simplicity at home and in the schools of the 
city. l{eaching the years of early manhood, he went to Paris 




into the business of' the City of' London~ and became clerk and 
accountant o.f' the sheriff's. This c:mrk he did very ·well. It 
taught him the prudence of' this world v.rhich later on would 
enable him to handle 1rith such care an~?,visdom, such success 
and splendor, the vast business of' the whole empire~ common 
to Church and State~ just as 
"Af'ter he has barked at a deer 1 s sf~g in the courtyard, 
The whelp hunts in the forests "• 
As he advanced in years and merits~ he was introduced to 
'l'heobald, of pious memory~ Archbishop of Canterbury~ by two 
brothers from Boulogne, Baldwin the Archdeacon and 1Iaster 
Eustace, frequent guests of his i'ather and friends of the 
Archbishop. The introduction was all the easier from the 
fact that Thoraas's father, Gilbert, besides enjoying the 
personal acquaintance of Theobald~ ca....'"lle from the same village 
of' Normandy, Thierceville, and belonged to the same equestrian ...,.. 
order as the Archbishop. By their introduction anci nis father's, 
I repeat, from then on~ Thomas was a mernber of the Archbishop's 
household, and later was to give him proof of' his brave and 
good character. On his way to the Archbishop's court, Thomas 
first stopped at the village of Harrow and was accompanied 
by a single servant, Ralph of London. 
55 Horace, Epistles 1.2.66-67 
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'rhat very night, the hostess of the boarding-house in 
which he spent the night dreamed that her guest was sitting 
on the roof of the Church and that his. flowing vestments 
.. ? 
covered the whole Church. The next morning she told her 
dream to her husband; and she c~~e to the conclusion that 
some day one of the two young men (for 4e.s yet she did not 
know which of the tvro was Thomas) would be Lord over the Church 
of their village. 
The Clerics who belonged to that archiepiscopal court 
were distinguished and, above all, learned men; many of them 
Theobald later made Bishops of England, such as Roger of 
Pont-1 'Eveque who became Archbishop of York. 1'homas was less 
learned than they. Although less learned than his companions, 
his greater efforts after virtue and prudence made him more 
prominent and acceptable for strength of character and wisdom. 
Later he was to excel all even in learning. 
Roger, ·whom we mentioned above, was jealous of Thomas's 
success and first favors. ~~ce he succeeded in having the 
Archbishop expel Thomas from court. But each time, Thomas, 
inexperienced and modest, conscious of no wrong, had recourse 
to Walter, the brother of the Archbishop, at that time Arch-
deacon of Canterbury, later Bishop of Rochester, who vvas 
then living at 1'heobald 1 s court. At his intercession, Thomas 
was recalled and reinstated into the favor of the Archbishop. 
r 
... 
As soon as the Archbishop c~me to know the metal of his 
character, he sent him on several missions to Rome on business 
for the Church of England. There, thanks to the grace of God 
..... 
and his own wisdom, Thomas 1.vas received into the full favor 
of the Supreme Pontiffs and the Holy Roman Church. 
His countenance was calm and beaut1ful. He was very tall 
vrith a pro::ninent and aquiline nose. llis bodily senses were 
very acute; his conversation elegant. He was a man of subtle 
intellect and great soul. Well advanced on the way of virtue, 
23 
he was friendly to all men, compassionate towards the oppressed 
and the poor; resisting the proud. He wished for the ad-
vancement of his colleagues; and did not hesitate to honor 
all good men. Generous and clever, he took care not to de-
ceive or be deceived. Prudent in the things of this world, 
he did not neglect the wisdom of a life to come. 
lie vre.s presented by John, the Bishop of Yiorcester, to 
the Church of St. Mary-le-Strand. Later he I'IS.S given the 
Church of Otford as a gift from the Archbishop. Then he held 
a prebendal stall in the Church of St. Paul in London and 
another in Lincoln. Having obtained leave of his Archbishop, 
he studied law at Bologna for a year, and afterwards at Auxerre~ 
After the lapse of time and increase of merit, the Archbishop 
thought it well to ordain Thomas deacon and appoint him 
Archdeacon of the Church of Canterbury. This office, next 
to the bishoprics and abbacies, ·was the highest in the Church 
.. 
of England and broug~him a hundred pounds of silver. 
56 ~'men Henry II was consecrated King of England by Arch-
bishop Theobald, the latter and Henry the noble Bishop of 
Winchester strongly urged and advised~the King to make Thomas 
his Chancellor, as if preferred to all others. ~1hen the King 
assented, Thomas received a dignity which is above all others 
in the land. Conscientious, cherishint high ideals, blessed 
with a wide experience, he certainly was the man to fulfill 
this important position. Its duties he fulfilled so indus-
triously for the glory of God and the welfare of the kingdom 
that it is difficult to judge whether he was more noble, more 
magnificent, more useful to the King in peace or in war. 
The dignity of the Chancellor of England is second to 
that of the King. He has custody of the Great Sea and may 
use its reverse side to seal his mvn docu..'!lents. He takes 
care of the Chapel.Royal. He takes over and administers all 
the vacant archbishoprics, bishoprics, abbacies and baronies 
24 
56 Henry II (1133-1189) was born in Normandy and was the 
grandson of Henry I. He married Eleanor of Aquitaine and 
succeeded Stephen on the throne of England in 1154. He took 
up constitutional reform vdth the help of Archbishop Theo-
bald and Thomas of Canterbury. He brought a large part of 
France under English domination. After subjugating his 
barons, he tried to interfere with the jurisdiction of 
ecclesiastical courts. This course led him into conflict 
with our indomitable defender of the Church, Thomas. The 





that fall in the hands of the King. He sits at all the King's 
councils, even v.rhen not called. He signs all documents from 
the Seal Bearer, his Cleric, and dispos,es of them according 
.. 7 
to his ovm counsel. If the merit of his life, with the grace 
of God, should 11varrant it and if he vii shes, he does not die 
before he is made Archbishop or Bishop • ._ Hence merit and not 
money is the necessary qualification for a candidate to the 
chancellorship. 
In the time of King Stephen the Jmglish Kingdom had been 
involved in the storms of vvar, fed by shameful hatreds. On 
every side revolution raged. In almost every third village, 
there vrere castles to give refuge to the brigands. Flemish 
adventurers and other bandits had despoiled English nobles 
and taken possession of Kent and a large part of the Kingdom. 
Vihen this kind of vrarfare had lasted for almost twenty years, 
and the English people ~espaired of ever driving the Flemish 
out or seeing the Kingdom restored to its pristine dignity and 
peace, a change came with the advent of the young King. By 
the mercy of God and the wisdom of the Chancellor, Clerics 
and barons vrho wished for peace, within three months after 
the coronation of the King, Y.'illia.rn of Ipres, the violent 
usurper of Kent, tearfully left the country. All the Flemish 
vrere on their way to the sea with their arms and baggage. 
All their castles in England were destroyed; a few old towers 
r 
•• 
and fortified towns 1rvere preserved for protection. Y!i th the 
removal of all these defections, the crovm of England was 
again made whole. Those who ha.d been despoiled were restored 
to their hereditary rights. Tho banditi3 left their hideouts 
in the forest and entered the villages, happy to share the 
c01mnon rights of peace. They melted their swords into 
ploughshares; their spears into sickles liYl. Terrified by the 
sight of the gallows, thieves 1~re glad to exercise the art 
26 
of farming or any other mechanical trade. feace was everywhere. 
Shields were imported; sheep-folds exported. ldan could now 
travel in security from t01.m or camp; traders to their business; 
the Jews to their creditors • 
By the industry and ·wisdom of this Chancellor, vri th the 
cooperation of the Clerics, the counts and barons, this noble 
Kingdom of ours was renewed as nature in spring. holy Mother 
Church ~~s held in honor. Vacant episcopates and abbacies 
were entrusted to worthy persons without simony. And the 
King, by the favor of the Eing of Kings, prospered in all his 
undertakings. The Kingdom was rich; there was abundance 
everywhere: the hills were cultivated; the valleys were 
covered with harvest; the pastures vrere dotted with herds; the 
folds packed with bleating sheep. 
57 Compare Isaias 2.4 
Thomas repaired the Touer of London, the seat of the 
Kingdom, which had become dilapidated. This big task pro-
ceded ·with such speed, that the work was completed between 
:£astor and Pentecost58 • There were so many carpenters and 
other artisans employed that they had the hardest time to 
speak to one another and understand one another amidst the 
din and noise. 
The Chancellor enjoyed the highest favor arr.ong the clergy, 
army and people. He could hold all the vacant parish Churches 
of villages and castles. No one could dare to refuse to co:rne, 
when 'l'homas called anyone to his presence. Yet his magnanimous 
soul so conquered ambition that he returned to poor priests 
anci clerics the Churches ,,,Jl-dch ha.d become vacant. But his 
generosity was revrarded v:i th the Frovostship of the Church 
of Beverley, the deanery of Hastings from the count of Bu, 
the wardenship of the 1'o-.,yer of London ~•i th the military service 
attached to it; the castlory of Eye vrith its honors of seven 
times twenty soldiers, and the Castl0 oi' Berkhampstead. He 
often indulged, perfunctorily of' course and only lightly, 
in the sport of ha-.Tkinc; anci hunting -.;i th dogs; and in the 
game of draughts 
11 He played the war-game of robi:.Jers in runbush5911 • 
58 A.D. 1155. 




The home and table of the Chancellor were accessible 
to all the needy of every class who came to the King's court 
and seemed of good character. Almost every day, he dined 
with counts and barons whom he invited •. He had given orders 
.. ? 
that each day his dining floor should be covered with new 
straw or hay in iidnter; vd. th fresh bulrushes or green leaves 
in summer, so that the multitude of sol~ers who could not 
find room on the benches might find a clean place on the floor, 
and thus would not soil their precious garments or beautiful 
linen shirts. His horne was brilliant "iivi th gold and silver 
vessels. It was full of' precious dishes and goblets. If' 
some rare food or drink v~s offered for sale, no expense kept 
his buyers from obtaining it. Yet he ate and drank very spar-
ingly in order that his rich table might leave a rich alms. 
And f'rom the first moment of his chancellorship (and this I 
have heard from his confessor, Robert, the venerable Canon of' 
].;erton), he never soiled his chastity. E'ven the King laid 
plots day and night to seduce him to f'all. But devout and 
predestined by God, he sought to keep his flesh pure and his 
loins girt60 • And indeed the wise man who is intent upon the 
guidance of' the YQngdom and engrossed in so many public and 
private cares, vvill very rarely be assailed by the entice-
ments of the flesh. Because, 
60 Compare Ephesians 6.14; Luke 12.35; Daniel 5.6; 1 Peter 1.13 
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"Take away leisure and Cupid's bow is broken "• 
The modesty of the Chancellor; his hatred of all turpitude. 
and impurity may be gathered from the follovdng incident. 
Richard of ~~bly, one of his Clerics, a man of noble stock, 
.;, 
had seduced the wife of one of his companions v.rho had gone 
far abroad, under the pretext that her husband "'J·ro.s now dead. 
Thomas expelled him fro1r. his home and friendship and ordered 
• him imprisoned and enchained for e.. long time in the Tower of 
London. 
Nobles of England and surrounding countries sent their 
sons to the Chancellor for their training and education. 
He ~ndertook to teach them himself, instilling in thom solid 
principles and sound doctrine. After some time he discharged 
to their parents and relatives some of them, covered >'ri th 
honor and imbued with -the principles and qualities necessary 
to their entrance in the army; o-thers he chose to keep Td th 
himself. Even his Lord, the King, entrusted his son and heir 
to the throne to his care. Thomas kept personal supervision 
of the Prince and many other nobles of the same age, along 
11ri th the train of teachers and personal servants ·nhich their 
station required. 
By no means 1vas he carried avmy by all this pomp of 
61 Ovid, Remedia A~oris 139 
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worldly honors; for he often received the discipline secretly 
on his bare back, from Ralph the Prior of Saint Trinity :nhen 
he vras in the neighborhood of London or from Thomas priest of 
St. Eartin ·when he vvas in the vicinity .. >;f Canterbury. His 
look vras modest. He V>ras hu.111ble to the hu.rnble; stern and 
30· 
severe to the proud, as if there •·;ere in him an innate tendency 
to 
62 11 spare the hu:Tibled and to T.rar dovm the proudl 11 
Jiany nobles and soldiers ca.,'TI.e to pay homage to the 
Chancellor; and he in his turn received them graciously and 
cherished then further as their father, but withal never for-
getting ~is position as servant of the lling. 
~'.henever he sailed abroad he had six or more ships in 
his fleet; and he refused passage to none who 1rlshed to come. 
He paid his pilots and sailors just as much as they asked. 
No day ever passed in vrhich he did not make generous donations 
of horses, birds, clothes, gold and silver articles, or money. 
Thus these words !nay be very well applied to him: 
11 Some give their ;:;oods and alvJays have plenty; others 
63 
seize the stranger 1 s goods 11 , 
------------------------------··----------
62 Virgil, Aeneid 6.854 
63 Compare Proverbs 11.24 
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"And something is ever wanting to fortune n 
•• 
and he had such a passion for Giving that he lNa.s considered 
as the love and delight of whole Latin world. Depending 
65 
on the age of each man, 11 he so cleverl;;::;-.,adopted each one "• 
By the grace of God and the persuasion of St. 'l'hoifl..as, 
the King did not keep the vacant episcopal sees and abbacies 
very long; for it was not his wish (whi~, sad to say, he 
did later) to enrich his coffers with the patrimony of 
Christ. In fact, he religiously and without great delay 
returned them to deserving persons. 
Also at the advice of the Chancellor, the King be-
friended the pious Canons llegular of Merton Abbey; he com-
pleted the abbey by having a presbytery and crosses made 
o.t his ovm expense. He gave it a perpetual endo·wment. 
And there he often passed the last three days of Holy Y{eek 
-rri th the community. And after the night service of Tene-
brae--it would be more correct to call it a service of 
Light--on Good Friday until three in the afternoon he would 
visit, for the sake of prayer, the poor churches of the 
neighboring villages, on foot, disguised in a cloak, ac-
companied vii th a single companion to show the vmy. 
Thomas also influenced the King to recall from France 
some deserving Englishmen, mo~~s or schoolmasters, in order 
64 Compare Horace, Odes 3.24.64 
65 Horace, Lpistles~.55 
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to revrard them Yrith a more honorable position in Bngland. 
Such were Robert of 7:Ielun •vho was promoted to the episcopal 
Church of Hereford and William, monk of St. Martin des 
Champs, who 1:ras made abbot of Ramsey. 
Thus >W see that the Chancellor's singular virtues, 
magnanimous soul and great merits endeared him to the King, 
the clergy, the soldiers and people. ~"ih;n the serious vrork 
vms over, the King and his Chancellor played together like 
two chums, in the dining-room, in Church, assemblies, or 
v1hen out riding. One storm.y Tdnter day as they -were riding 
in the streets of London, the King caught sight of a poor 
old man coming dovm the street, some distance away. The 
man -wns clad in thin and tattered clothes. The King said to 
•• 
the Chancellor, 11 Do you see that man? 11 "I do." "How- poor, 
how weak, how poorly clad he looksl 11 exclaimed the King, 
"Don't you think it would be a great alas to give him a thick 
and vvarm cloak?" 11 Certainlyl 11 answered Thomas 11 and you ought 
to have a mind and eye for such an aL"lls, 0 Kingl n In the 
meantime the poor man has come near and the King and Chancellor 
stop. The King quietly addresses him, asking 1.vhether he would 
not like to have a good cloak. The poor man not knowing who 
they were, thought it v.ras a joke. The King turned to the 
Chancellor, "Well, you will give this great alms"; and. laid 
his hand on his new and pre-cious cloak of scarlet and gray. 
He tried to remove it but the Chancellor resisted and so 
32 
quite a scuffle ensued. The nobles and soldiers v:ho f'ol-
lovred behind hurried up wondering what could have been the 
cause of such a sudden struggle. No one could tell them; 
.. 
since both liJere so absorbed in their struggles that they could 
hardly keep their saddles. At last Thomas gave up the strug-
gle in favor of the King vmo removed his cloak and gave it 
to the poor man. Then the King told th~ story to his nobles 
·who laughed loud and long. Sone of them offered their own 
cloaks and mantles to the Chancellor. But the old man con-
tinued his way clad in the Chancellor's cloak, rich and 
happy beyond expectation, giving thanks to r~d. 
Sometimes the King would take his meal in the Chancellor's 
dining-room either to amuse himself or to hear what was said 
around his home and table. He lNnuld even enter the dining-
room on horseback w·hile the Chancellor 1.vas at table; perhaps 
an arrow y.ras in his hand as he returned from or went to the 
chase. Sometimes he vwuld take a. drink, and having greeted 
the Chancellor, would leave; or jumpi113; overt he table ·would 
sit down and ea. t. In all Christian times, two men never 
lived in closer harmony and friendship. 
At one time the Chancellor fell seriously sick at Rouen 
near St. Gervase. 'l'he King of France and the King of England 
came together to see him. "'~lhen at last convalescent and on 
his way to recovery, he was sitting one day playing a e;a.-rne 




Prior of Leicester, coming from the King's court at Gascony, 
came to visit him. .Addressing Thomas with great freedom and 
fa..lJliliarity he said: 11Whatl do you wear a cloak with sleeves? 
Such a dress befits a falconerl But you are Cleric, one in 
co? 
person, but in office many, .Archdeacon of Canterbury, Dean of 
Hastings, F·rovost of Beverley, Canon of this and that place, 
also Procurator of the Archbishop, and \s the rumor goes at 
court, a future Archbishop. 11 A.rnong other things Thomas 
answered: "Indeed I knoliJ three poor priests in England each 
of whom I >iould rather see elevated to the .ArchiepiscolJate 
66 
than !P.yself; for 'I know thoroughly 1 my Lord the i(ing and 
I know for certain that if I a..'IIl. ever promoted to that dignity 
I will have to fori'eit either the King's favor or (which God 
forbidl) my service to God Almighty. n The words proved 
prophetic. 
The King of England usually have their ovm ship for 
travelling. But the Chancellor 1 s generosity went so far 
that he had made, not one but three excellent ships, fully 
equipped; he presented them as a gift to his Lord the King. 
·.·,'hen the Chancellor heard that legates from norway had 
come to England, he sent 2nessengers to meet them on the way. 
He escorted them to the King's court and ministered to all 
their vro.nts at his ovm expense. 
66 Fersius 3.30 
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r:icholas the Archdeacon of London had the misfortune of 
offending the Eing, and so his fa..rnily vras expelled, his }lOme 
closed by order of the King and confiscated to the cro1m. 
But the £;ood Chancellor did not rest until he had obtained 
from the King, on that very day, the reconciliation of the 
Archdeacon and the restoration of his property. 
His good offices were also emrloye<l, in behalf of the 
Bishop of Le Mans and Gilo the Archdeacon of I{ouen. For vrhen 
35 
Alexander was elected Pope, Octavian the anti-pope and J.cl?nperor 
Frederic who supported him formed a schism. Alexander, vTith 
his Cardinals and follovrers, sent nuncios to the King of }'ranee 
and the King of .6:ngland vrho YiaS then on the continent. These 
tvro Kings called a meeting of many Bishops and nobles at Neuf-
marche in order to receive the Nuncios and hear their arguments 
in favor of a legal election and the necessity of obedience. 
But because Hugo, the Archbishop of Rouen had already approved 
Alexander and had sent Gilo the Archdeacon, his nephew, to his 
suffragan Bishops to induce them to do the same, the King of 
England ·was very angry. He ·wished that the initiative in this 
matter should come fro:n. himself. He ordered the home of the 
Archdeacon to be torn dovm but did not dare anything against 
the ~trchbishop v;ho 1ras old, noble and much respected. Thomas 
suppliantly interceded before the King, 11But, my Lord, the King 
the house which you order pulled dovm is the home of Gilo the 
Archdeacon, but it is also the hostelry where I put up >Yhen 
abroad. 11 This he said for the purpose of quieting the King 
and persuading him to restore the Archdeacon to his favor 
and return his property. 
'rhe next day the King heard that -b!l.e Bishop of Le l;J:ans 
had followed the ex~~ple of the Archbishop of Rauen and had 
promised their obedience to Alexander through the l'Juncios. 
'L'he King vras an;;ry because they dared dct this vn thout his 
command or permission. The marshals, at the cont_~d of the 
King, vrent to the Bishop 1 s hostelry where they cut the 
horses' halters and turned them loose. They carried his 
baggage into the streets and drove him in disgrace from his 
home and the Court. Then the King wrote briefs conunanding 
that his home at Le J-:Ians should be pulled do\vn. Having 
signed the briefs, he held them aloft before the bystanders 
and said, "Soon the people of Le Eans will hear something 
about their Bishop • 11 All the Clerics who were present at 
the court of the tvvo Kings Here grieved at this action; the 
Chancellor above all. He k:nevr full vrell how little inter-
ference or request vrould avail 'when the King v.ras in such a 
passion. Instead he ordered the :cang's couriers who had 
•' 
been entrusted vri th the letter, not to hurry; that~ though 
the journdy to Le ILans could be made in tviO days, they should 
not arrive there before the fourth day. 'I'he messengers 
agreed. On the morrow, the Chancellor persuaded. the Bishops 
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o ;::o before the King and intercede for their colleall:Ue. t/ ~ ~ 0 
S ,o::1e agreed to go; but they i'ound tho King inexorable. 
O"ain so:rD.e vrent before the Kinb·.,, at the request of the J._./O 
rt/ nancellor; and again they vTere repulsed. Finally 'rhomas 
\1 ...... 
~ent himself and renewed his request the next day. Y!hen the 
~ing thought that enough time had elapsed to allow his men 
t o tear dmm the Bishop 1 s house entirely._ or in part, he 
-a-ve in to the Chancellor's insistence. The Chancellor 
@;.../ 
~~ediately sent orders reinstating the Bishop, by means 
0 f his ovm messenger, -vvarning hin that if he -valued the 
c- :hanoellor 1 s friendship, he !nust not rest day or ni.~ht till 
h_::,e arrived at Le l!Ians. 'ie arrived vvi th his message at Le 
M:::ans on the sax11e day as the King's messengers. The Bishop's 
}l___.-DUse was still intact. Although the King's 2:1essengers 
}l___.-ad arrived first, the Chancellor's letter -.vas able to 
~ orestall their action. Later the King was happy that the 
c-:::llancellor had ~layed him such a useful trick; like the 
· 'Th" 67 h t ·" t t d t .. o ase :tn J.lneus w ere a ::nos 4-or una e ecep 1on vras 
p layed vii th the lots of a bridal couple. 
6 7 Perhaps for comico, as there is no thin[~ to the purpose 




Thomas had f'ifty Clerics in his service. Many of them 
vrere part of his train; others had charge of the vacant 
episcopates or abbacies or looked after his ovm ecclesias-
tical offices. 
The Eing called a council of his Chancellor and some 
nobles to consider the ex;jediency of asking the ::ing of 
France for his daughter 1''a.rgaret in :marW.age to his son 
Renry. The plan seemed good; and both King and noble vrere 
as one man bent on its execution; 
nThis thing both makes and preserves friendships 6811• 
But such an important mission to such an i;:tportant personage 
who should undertake it but the Chancellor? He is chosen; 
he agrees. Mindful therefore of the :raatter and persons 
involved, considering his 01'm office and part he had to play 
in the negotiations, according to that saying of the poet: 
"Consider hovr you dare; readies he himself nuptially, 
"11ho is sent to unite future nuptials69", 
he prepared to d~splay ·che splendor of the English Kingdom, 
and to lavish its weaJ:th, in order that the mission might 
manifest to the Y.rhole 1'rorld the high dignity of both the 
King and his representative. There were about "tivo hundred 
men in his train: soldiers, Clerics, servants, valets, 
armor-bearers, sons of nobles, all fully equipped. ~;:aster 
68 Horace, Satires 1.3.54 
69 .Anonymous. 
r 
and attendant v\rere dressed in gay fashion; everyone accord-
ing to his rank. IIe also had twenty-four suits of clothes. 
11Pelts of wool t;·;ice-dyed in purple 7011 $ 
silk garments, an elegant variety of' r.ibh and foreign furs, 
carpets and curtain, such as could ornament the bed ~d 
.... 
cha'llber of a Bishop, and almost all to be given away and lef't 
• on -'che continent. Thomas had dogs vir:i. th him and every kind 
of hawk nhich Kings and nobles use. There vrere eight wagons, 
each drawn by five 1:1orses resemblinc~ vmr horses in size and 
strength. At the head of each horse 11'Jas a young man dressed 
in a new tunic. A guide on a post-horse f'ollovred each v.ragon. 
Tvro wa:;ons carried beer--a drink :made from fermented grain--
in iron-bound casks. It is a gif't to the :F'rench who like 
this drink. Indeed, it is wholesome, cle~.r, of the color 
of wine vd th better taste. The equipment f'rom the Chancel-
lor's chapel vms carried in one vmgon; his chamber had a 
wagon, his pantry had one and his kitchen had one. Then 
other vm.gons carried food and drink, horse-blankets, bags 
full of the clothes f'or the night, and baggage. He also 
had in his train 'b.velve pack-horses, eight chests contain-
ing his gold and silver fur;:liture., vats, cups, bow·ls, cob-
lets, pitchers, basins, cellars, spoons, salvers, and dessert-
70 Horace, Epodes 12.21 
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dishes. Other pack animals carried his money, enouc;h for his 
many expenses ancl 2c;if.;-;s, his clothin;;, some books and miscel-
laneous articles. At the head of the train a pack-horse 
carried the sacred vessels of the chapel, the orna...rnents of 
the altar and books. Each pack-horse had its groom becomint;-
ly ornansnted. Tied to each wagon, above or below, 11ms a 
huge dog, strong and terrible, who would seem able to overcome 
a bear or a lion. And on each pa.ck-horso a tailed monkey 
vras Derched or 
"the ape imitator of the hu1·nan visage 71". 
They entered the French villages and C8.!'!lpS in the follolNing 
order. Young Englishmen led the way 
"born to consume the fruits of the earth72", 
about ~uo hunared fifty strong, advancing in groups of six 
or ten or more, singins the songs of the fatherland. After 
an interval, come the huntsY:lOn vn th their dogs. Then those 
wa.gons, iron-bound and covered with the usual large hides of 
animals, rattled over the stones of the streets. After an 
interval, there follow the sumpter-horses, 1:vi th their grooms 
astride their haunches. Eioused by the clamor, the French 
people rushed from their homes, asking vrho had come. They 
were told that the Chancellor of the English King had come to 
France on a mission to the King. 11 If the Chancellor of 
71 Claudianus, -~utropium 1.303 
72 Horace, Epistles 1.2.27 
England travels in such splendor, 11 they said, 11·what Tfl.ust the 
1\ing be? 11 After an interval, the pack-horses carae up, fol-
lov-red by the squires carrying the shields of the soldiers 
and leading their chargers, Then other squires, some young 
men, falconers, carrying birds; seneschals, masters and 
ministers of the Chancellor's household. The soldiers ru1d 
Clerics came next, all riding tvro by t1!1J"o. Last of all ca..rn.e 
the Chancellor acco'npanicd by intimate friends. 
As soon as the Chancellor had landed on the Continent, 
he had sent word to the King of France about his intended 
visit. He journeyed by way of Heulant. The King of France 
had ansv.rered that he would meet him at Paris on a certain 
day. The King, vrishing to look after all the Chancellor's 
wants himself (for it is the custo~ among the French Kings 
and Nobles to nrovide everything necessary to any ~;uest what-
ever as long as he abides at court), gave orders to the 
~;eople of I'aris, forbidding them to sell anything to the 
Chancellor or his men. 1'!h8n the Chancellor heard of this, 
he sent his servants in disu;uise to the neighboring tovms of 
Lagny, Corbeil, Pontoise, St. Denys to buy bread, meat, 
fish, vrine ~mel fruit in abundance. And when he took up 
his lodgings at the hostelry of tho Temple at Faris, his 
servants came to hi!:l saying that they had provided his hos-
telry ·:ri th e:1ough food to feed a thousand cn.en for three days. 
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~7e have heard of the magnificence of King Solomon and of the 
various kinds of meats which were necessary for his daily 
banquets; and similarly vre hear of that Chancellor that one 
day a d.ish of eels was bought which cost a hundred shillings • 
... , 
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This caused such a sensation that it became a proverb through-
out the world. This one incident, without mentioning other 
dishes and delicacies of his table prove.s to us that his fare 
- ... 
was luxurious and rich. 
I cannot find words to describe the honors which the 
French King and his nobles showered upon Thomas; and the 
generosity v.rith ·which he repaid them. He shovred the greatest 
kindness to the students and masters of the schools of 
Paris, even to French citizens who had debtors among the 
Bnglish students. 7ve read that Hannibal after the death 
of Hasdrubal, sent messengers to Rome, saying to them: "Go, 
and satis.fy every mortal vdth money7311 • In the sa..>ne 1-vay, 
the Chancellor lavished gifts upon all France, upon the 
barons, soldiers, servants of the King &'ld Queen, school-
74 
masters, scholars and nobles • He gave all his gold and 
silver furniture; all his suits of clothes; to one he gave 
a mantle, to another a gray cloak, to a third a fur cloa..~, 
73 It would seem that the na.:11es of l{annibal and Hasdruba.l 
are mistakes for Jugurtha and Adherbal. If so, the 
substance of the passage may be found in Sallust, Bellum 
Jugurthinum chapter 30, ed. Vlasse. 
74 A.D. 1159. 
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to this rr1a.n he gave a palfrey, to that one a vmr-horse. 
'Nhy say more? But he rose in favor above all men. The 
mission vvas successful; he obtained his request. On his 
return, he captured Guy de Laval, enemy and robber of the 
··7 English Kingdom and higmvays, and imprisoned him in a 
castle at Neuf-marche~ Such 'vas Thomas the Chancellor in 
times of peace; let us see how he acquitted himself in the 
• 
military enterprises of the King. 
In the siee;e of Toulouse, vrhere help was given to 
•' 
England from Normandy, Aquitaine, Anjou, Brittany, and Scot-
land, the Chancellor led his o>m troop of soldiers consisting 
of seven hundred soldiers chosen from his household. The 
English King's army was so strong, that if Thomas's advice 
had been followed, they would have taken Toulouse and the 
King of France who ca.c'tle 1d. th a very weak force to the aid of 
the city at the request of his sister, Countess Constance. 
But moved by vain superstition and respect for the counsel 
of others, the English lung hesitated to attack a city in 
which the King of France, his feudal Lord 75 , was staying. 
But the Chancellor insisted that the King had forfeited the 
rights of feudal Lord when he agreed to vmge vrar against 
England. Not long after, the :F'rench army relieved the city, 
75 H ellr'J II vms not only King of England but as vassal of 
the King of :F'rance held Normandy and Llaine, Anjour and 




and the Kings of Bngland and Scotland, unable to take the city, 
withdrew; but not before they had captured the city of Cahors 
and many castles in the vicinity of Toulouse which belonged 
to the Count of Toulouse or his vassal~!? or which the Count 
had once t~~en from the vassals of the English King. rmen 
the King returned home, no one vras willing to remain behind 
to retain these strongholds except the •chancellor vli th his 
household and Henry of Essex, constable and baron of the 
King. Afterward, clad in breastplate and helmet he led his 
brave little band against three very fortified castles which 
y:rere thought impregnable and took them. He crossed the 
Garonne above the enemies' position and after reducing that 
whole province into submission to the King;, he returned in 
favor and honor. 
At a later date~, when the King of England vras at war 
with the King of France in the I.iarches on the boundaries of 
the territories belonging to each Kingdom, vrhich vras the 
land belonging to Gisors, Trie and Courcelles, the Chancellor 
had, besides his o~~ seven hundred 1:nights, t•velve hundred 
hired knights, and four thousand soldiers for the space of 
forty days. L'very day he gave to each knight three 
shillings in order to procure horses and squires. All 
the knights partook of the Chancellor's table. He himself, 
Cleric though he was, engaged the valiant French Y~ight, 
Engelramne de Trie, in single combat. They charged at each 
other, vJi th their horses at full speed. Thomas unhorsed the 
knight and took his charger. Of' the whole English army, the 
knights of the Chancellor w·ere always first, r:1ore daring and 
..... 
distinguished by their achievements, responding fully to the 
instruction, leadership and encouragement of their noble 
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chief. They used to sound the signal f~r advancing or re-
treating on slender trumpets peculiar to their group and whose 
call beca.111e well known to both arlJlies. Hence it is, that al-
though Thomas >vas the enemy of the King of France and had 
even ravaged his country vd. th .fire and sword, he was still 
held in the highest esteem by that sovereign and the ·whole 
French nobility, captured no doubt by his outstanding honesty 
and noble character. This favor the King later had an op-
porttU~ity to show. Indeed, virtue is praised even in an 
enemy. 
At the death of .Archbishop Theobald, the King decided 
to promote his Chancellor to the archiepiscopate, wishing to 
reward his merits and confident that as he had obeyed his 
Lord in everything as his Chancellor, Thomas would continue 
to do so as .Archbishop. .After the King's wish vras made knovm 
to all the Clerics (the only thing which derogates from the 
election) Thomas, Chancellor, .Archdeacon of Canterbury, was 
unanimously chosen as the Archbishop of Canterbury. Only one 
man, Gilbert of Hereford, afterwards Bishop of London, dis-
•• 
agreed. He was an ascetical :man, ·wearing the habit of a monl<:, 
avoiding >tine and meat as far as possible. It was thought 
that he disapproved of the election as illegal. But the report 
1.rms also vridespread that he wished the election for himself • 
..... 
Afterwards he said that the I~ing had done very well in select-
ing a layman and knight as Archbishop. 
In the year of grace 1162, on the ~tave of Pentecost, 
on the feast of the Blessed Trinity, feast of the Church of 
Canterbury, in the metropolitan Church before all his suf-
fragan Bishops, Thomas >vas declared free and absolved of all 
secular obligations and presented to the Church of Canter-
bury by Henry the son and heir of Henry II King of England 
and by Richard de Luci and other English nobles representing 
the King 1~0 vvas abroad. Then he was ordained Archbishop 
by the hand of Henry, the venerable Bishop of Winchester. 
Pope Alexander III sent him the palliQ~ through his Cleric 
John of Salisbury. The palliQ'J1, vmich is a band worn over 
the shoulders and breast, the Archbishop received devoutly, 
barefooted and on bended-knees. The palliQ~ is a vestment 
peculiar to an Archbishop. It has an important significance. 
It stands for the golden plate "\mich the Supreme Pontiff of 
the Old Law carried on his forehead and which vras inscribed 
with the four-letter name of the Lord76 • The two bands over 
76 Compare Zxodus 39.29 
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the shoulders are the two Lav.rs, manif'esting the Passion of 
Christ. The small thorns represent the nails which fixed 
the Body of' Christ to the Cross. In his ordination, the 
new Archbishop, when anointed with the visible and invisible 
... , 
unction of' the mercy of God, throws off' the man of' the world 
and puts on Jesus Christ. And so Thomas left the worldly 
cares of the Chancellor to seek the thi~s of a good Arch-
bishop. 
Yes, the new Archbishop guarded his soul with all care. 
His speech vms serious unto the edification of his hearers; 
his works were mercy and piety; his judgments were based on 
justice and equity. He tamed the flesh w:i th a meager diet 
and hair-shirt, very rough, extending to the kn ees and filled 
with vermin; his usual drink vms ·water in which herbs had 
been boiled. Wine, however, he took in moderation and gave 
some to his guests and household. He ate a little of the 
meat set before him; but bread was his principal food. But 
all things are pure to the pure; the f'ault is not in the f'ood 
but in the appetite. He of'ten exposed his bare back to the 
discipline. Over his hair-shirt he wore the habit of a monk, 
because he vms also the Abbot of the morucs of Ca.nterbu~J• 
Over that he had the canonical dress of an Archbishop in 
order to conf'orm with the usages of the Clerics. Day and 
night he wore about his neck that sweet yoke of Christ, the 
stole. His face was still the same to the multi tude; but 
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inside, things v.rere very different. Ee i:::1itated St. Sebastian 
and St. Cecilia. Like the former, he lived the life of a 
soldier of Christ hidden under his cloak of office; like the 
latter, he subjected his flesh ·:rith a hair-shirt concealed 
under =~-recious gar"nents. In eating Etnd dress he studied to 
be pious rather than :rn.erely see!n so. In the tir::e that he 
spent at prayer, he endeavored to reconcile and somehow to 
unite his ovm created spirit to the ::roly Spirit the Creator. 
Flayi::1g the part of interpreter behreen God a..."'J.d man, he 
recom..m..ended man to God in his pro.ycrs, and God to man in his 
ser:::nons. I:uch given to holy readin:, he found the Sacred 
~·:ord 11is best teacher. Occasionally, after breakfast, he had 
coni'erenco;s nith his coHpanions, listonin[~ to them and aslcing 
them questions. He enjoyed to have reli;~ious men and pious 
a..."ld learned Clerics as his r;uests. Like hin, his chosen 
household was devoted to the entertain.TD.ent and veneration of 
all 1;ood men. In alms-ghrin,::; he ·;ras :nunificent, sometim.es 
sending to hospitals and poor coller;es four or five marks., 
sometiTc.es some bread and meat. 
Althou~;h Theobald, his ~'redecessor o:f' pious memory had 
doubled the al:r1s of his ~;redecessors, Tho::1as was :::10ved. by 
reli;ious emulation to cloublo those of 'L'heobalci. •.::o keep 
u:: the :9ractice of this ;:'ious work, he consecrated the tenth 
part of all hG received for any title. ,~ver:~ day in a secret 




•' knees in memory of Christ. After giving them a goo~ 1 
'.1. mea 1 
he sent each of them off with four pieces of silver. Jr 
perchance, although rarely, he could not perform ihil! office 
in his mvn person, he vras very careful to have it accomplish-
~7 
ed by a delegate. Tinen in solitude he shed tears in a~zing 
abundance; and when he perfor:m.e(_ the Holy Sacrifice of the 
Altar he seemed to see in very presence the Passion of Our 
• • 
Lord in the :nesh. Nost reverently vrould he handle the 
Divine Sacra11ents in order that the very handling of them 
would excite the faith and fervor of those who looked on. 
He fed vagrants and needy in his own home. Many he 
clothed against the winter. At Canterbury he often resorted 
to the cloister, where he would sit as one of the lllO:nl;;:s 
I 
absorbed in some useful book. Aftervm.rds he would go to 
visit the sick moru~s in order to hear and fulfill their 
desires. He was a consoler of the afflicted, a protector of 
wido;.v-s, a helper of orphans. Besides he vm.s hu..rn.ble to th.e 
meek, but severe to the r)roud. Against the injustice B..lld. 
insolence of the powerful he iNa.s as a stron~ tower e:rected 
. t D 77 aga~ns· a~scus • lro prayer, not even of the King, no 
letter had any influence -with him unless it was acco:apar~ed 
with justice. 
77 Compare Canticle of Canticles 7.4 
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?,fore ~chan ever <vas he now filled with chastity, who 
long ago even as Chancellor had never exceded the bounds 
of ::mrity and uprightness. In some way he was a.'l.other l1~oses, 
often entering and leaving the tabernacle of God: entering 
at the time set aside for the contemplation of God; going 
out for some pious act towards the neighbor. He >vas another 
Jacob who nov: married the fruitful Lia; ._now enjoyed the em-
braces of the beautiful Rachel 78 • He was an angel of God, 
·who through the ladder reaching to heaven, now descended to 
relieve the ~~ts of man, now ascended to view the divine 
majesty and supernal light; suspended above things earthly 
and transitory, his eager eyes vrere turned to Heaven. He 
cultivated the virtues which make even the present life 
happy and merit the eternal. In him reason was queen, who, 
like a mistress over her hanQmaids, governed all the desires 
and depraved emotions of the heart. .And so under the guidance 
of reason he made progress in virtue, which, loving itself, 
spurns whatever is contrary to itself, ahd, arising from 
itself, again returns to itself, and having embraced all 
that belongs to its make-up, seeks nothing elsewhere. He 
possessed four classes of virtue: Prudence, which made 
him discreet in the knowledge of things, in the estimation 
of persons, place, and time, in fleeing evil and choosing 
good; Justice whereby he strove to leave to God and to man 
78 Compare Genesis 29 
r 
I what belongs to them; Fortitude which, strengthening him 
in adversity, protected him from ·weakness in present evils 
and from fe~r of future evils; Temperance, which, not permit-
ting him to do anything immoderately i~ times of prosperity, 
.. , 
checked him from all lust, all cupidity for temporal things 
and would not allow him to seek after anything with undue 
haste. This is the chariot of A~inadabl9 , this is the first 
Diatessaron80 , this is the highest harmony on earth, Such is 
that sweet and agreeable concord in man and ~--nong men which 
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even fills the ears of God and moves man towards th~t happiness 
of life, which, after all evil has been excluded, is the 
accumulated combination of all good things. 
I.:a.de happy by this hap;_Jines s of life, Archbishop Thomas 
ever sought to do everything splendidly,gra.vely, honestly; 
to refer everything to the jud&ment of wisdom; to control 
himself; to stand by the judgments of vrisdom not that of the 
people; not to fear the snares of fortune; to conduct himself 
as sheltered, fortified and impregnable in all adversities; 
to believe himself born not for himself but for all those 
who needed his help, especially his Church which he had un-
79 Compare Canticle of Canticles 6.11 
80 "From fourn (Greek). A harmony of four things; here 
of the cardinal virtues. 
dertaken to rule; to contemplate divine things on earth, 
81 
to imitate Christ 'IVho was born and sent to suffer , to 
love Him and observe His co~nandments unto the salvation of 
himself and those com.rni tted to his charf!;e• Hence it hap-
.. , 
pened that Thomas won grace before God, solid and manifest 
glory before men, all good men consenting in his praise. 
This voice of those who judged well of I¥m was not false; 
it resounded correctly from virtue, as the echo resounds 
to the voice, as the image is the true picture of the 
reality. And because glory is the companion of those who 
live well, so, while on the one hand it must be sought by 
good men, neither must it be despised on the other, but 
attributed to God. Hence the Apostle says, 11For though 
I should have a mind to glory, I shall not be foolish; for 
I vrill say the truth8211 • Thomas nevertheless feared this 
glory and spurned it, lest pride should take hold of him, 
mindful that it is vrri tten, 11No matter how just you are, 
still never be secure83". There is a certain other false 
and vain glory which proud, vain, rich and hypocritical 
men seek: a certain shadowy image of glory in v.rhich there 
is no solidity of virtue worthy of praise. It is a certain 
similitude to true glory evident indeed in appearance but 
81 Compare John la.37 
82 2 Corinthians 12.6 
83 Compare 1 Corinthians 10.12 
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not existing in fact. And just as good men fear the glory 
84 
of true praise, so bad men and the Thrasones seek this 
false glory; or if they should do something good, by seek-
ing praise or reward therefrom, they l~e by the very fact 
both the na.me and merit of virtue. 
The glorious Archbishop Thomas had no sooner left the 
• Trorld against the hope of the King and all men than he sud-
4' 
denly v:a.s transformed by a change wnich is of the right hand 
of the Iv1ost High; so that all men acimired him. 
The ancient enemey ;vas jealous of such a strong pillar85 
in the Church of the Lord, of such a light burning upon the 
86 87 
candelabrum of God • An enemy sowed cockle • First he 
removed the King's kindness from Thomas, as if the King 
should consider it un~urthy that he whom he had made first 
Chancellor, then Archbishop should now withdraw himself 
even from obedience to his King and should contradict him 
in many things. Friends of the King, seeking to please him 
ans his itching ears, brought detractions against the Arch-
bishop and freely showed their hatred for him. 
84 Thraso vvas a brar;gart soldier in Terence 's Eunuch; the 
nanw ~s applied to braggarts in general. 
85 Compare Jeremias 1.8 
86 Leviticus 24.4; Numbers 8.2; Matthew 5.15; :Mark 4.21. 
87 Compare Hatthew 13.25 
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Besides, certain courtiers and Clerics of the King, 
rather fearing to be deprived by the justice of the Arch-
bishop of some of their Churches which they had wrongly 
acquired than to be incardinated in otli'~rs or promoted to 
greater benefits during his life, endeavored both by them-
selves and through some Bishops to excite and arouse the 
• • King and his nobles against the Archb~shop. There •1as 
nothing which he could do or say which vms not perverted by 
the malice of >ticked men. So much so, that they even per-
•• 
suaded the King that if the Archbishop 1 s power continued, the 
royal dignity would surely perish and unless he provided for 
himself and his heirs, he at last would become king, whom 
the Clergywould choose and would reign as long as it pleased 
the Archbishop to have him reign. Indeed, light is painful 
to those who suffer with blearedness or inflammation of the 
eyes; and our just man was hard to see for the unjust, be-
cause his works were contrary to theirs. He sought to please 
God alone and no man except in God; while they laid their 
plots for the ears of an earthly king. The friend of God 
is the enemy of the world. The wicked persecute the good. 
This vms the first cause oft he persecution of the 
Archbishop. In this dissension many Bishops ca~e to the side 
of the King and nobles, in the fear of losing their land and 
property which they had. The Archbishop ·was deprived of 
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their counsel and help. It angered the King and the nobles 
of the Kingdom still more when the Archbishop tried to re-
cover from Roger Earl of Clare, the castle of Tunbridge and 
all its honor which had formerly been -4-lienated from the 
Church of Canterbury. The grounds for this step '~re that 
according.to the decrees, his predecessors and the managers 
could improve or increase Church landsfbut could not lessen 
or alienate. Almost all the nobles of England were related 
by blood to this Earl of Clare. He also had a sister who 
was the most beautiful woman in the Kingdom and whom the 
King had sought for himself at one time. And yet the Arch-
bishop had previously asked and obtained from the King per-
mission to claim the property of the Church of Canterbury 
which had been wrongly alienated by his predecessors or oc-
cupied by laymen. In the s~me way, the Archbishop had given 
the Church of Eynesford to a certain layman named Lawrence. 
It 1¥as the Archbishop's privilege to give vacant Churches 
of villages belonging to his barons or the monks of Canterbury. 
The Lord of the village, Willi~m of Eynesford, claiming 
his right, expelled Lawrence's men; whereupon the Arch-
bishop excommunicated him. The King, appealed to, wrote to 
the Archbishop, asking him to absolve him. Thomas answered 
that it was not in the power of the King to decide who should 
be absolved or excommunicated. The King insisted that his 
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royal dignity demanded that none of his subjects be excom-
municated without his being consulted. Finally, to appease 
the King who was now offended at him and would communicate 
with him only through messengers, the .A.;chbishop absolved 
William. The King who was at Windsor, said, "Now he no 
longer has our favor. rr 
Besides, a long time before, durint' the time of Arch-
bishop Theobald, the King had taken offence against the 
English Clergy in general, provoked by the insolence of 
some of them. Once when he was at York, a certain burgess 
of his from Scarborough c~~e to him with the complaint that 
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a certain dean had taken from him twenty shillings, and was 
prosecuting his wife on the least charges, considering her 
guilty of adultery without any other accuser. Against this 
custom the King issued a law of prohibition. At the com-
mand of the King, this dean was removed and SWQ~oned to a 
meeting before the King in the presence of his o>vn Archbishop, 
the Bishops of Lincoln and Durh~m. and John treasurer of 
York, later Bishop of Poitiers, where he answered learnedly 
that the ·woman had been accused by a certain Deacon and 
another layman. Although at first he denied that any money 
had been given him, when put to the torture, that he might 
be more amenable, he confessed that the burgess had given 
~Nanty shillings to his Archdeacon and tvm to himself. Since 
r 
.. 
that dean could not prove those things before the King by the 
agreement of the 'ritnesses there present, the King ordered 
him to trial, saying that the Archdeacons and deans exacted 
more money in this way in a year from ~he people of the King-
.. , 
dom than he .himself received. Finally John the treasurer 
said that it seemed to him that the money should be returned 
to the burgess and the dean left to the~ercy of his Arch-
bishop as belonging to his office. To this Richard de Luci 
said: "Will you not try him by our Lord the King against 
whose law this man offended? 11 11 No," says John, "because 
he is a Cleric. 11 Richard answered, "I will not have part in 
this sentence, 11 and leaving them he rejoined the King and the 
other Lords. ~ben the Cleric was sentenced by a judgment 
passed by this same John, the King indignantly sunLmoned 
Archbishop Theobald to appear on a certain day and told 
the city that the sentence was false. But a day later when 
the news ca...me that his brother, Gaufridus, had died, he 
crossed the channel and did not continue his protest88• 
Likemse there were itinerant justices of the King 
at Dunstable, 1~ere an altercation arose between Simon Fitz-
peter and a certain Canon of Bedford, Philip of Brois. 
Later Simon complained to the King that Philip had insulted 
88 July 27, 1158. 
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him with vile language in his own court and before a large 
audience. He was called to account by the King and before 
the Archbishop concerning this charge; and not being able 
to deny the fact, answered that he hadteen provoked to in-
•• 
sul t by the heat of anger and not by the judgment of reason. 
To appease the King, the Cleric decreed that Philip should 
• be deprived of the revenue of his deanery and suffer exile 
for a year. It was done so; still the King was not satis-
fie d. 
The first difference between the King and St. Thomas 
occurred in behalf of a certain Cleric of Worcestershire who 
was said to have violated the daughter of an upright man 
and murdered her father for the sake of the girl. The King 
wished to exa~ine and try this Cleric in the secular court. 
The Archbishop resisted and had his Bishop keep the Cleric 
in custody lest he should be handed over to the King's 
justices. Another cause of difference was in behalf of a 
Cleric who had stolen a silver chalice from one of the Arch-
bishop's own Churches in London, called the Church of St. 
Mary in Cheap. When the Cleric was arrested, the King wished 
to have him tried by the secular court. The Archbishop, ac-
cording to the judgment of the Church, degraded him, and to 
calm the King, had him branded. 
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Accordingly, the King, having previously taken offence 
against the clergy in general, and now entertaining personal 
animosity against Thomas the Archbishop which, fed by the 
instigation and jealousy of enemies, grew from day to day, 
.. ; 
decided to make an investigation of his royal dignities. 
89 A General Council was called and met at Clarendon • The 
King proposed and set dovm the digni ties_..and customs which 
he said, since they were ancestral, should exist in the 
English Kingdom. Robert the Archdeacon of Oxford who later 
was to be Bishop of Hereford and Jordan Archdeacon of Chi-
chester, domestic Clerics of the Archbishop, and a few 
others, knowing that the anger which the King had long felt 
for him vms growing from day to day, received permission 
from the Archbishop to leave. From the very moment that 
he had conceived bitter en_-rni ty tovmrds the Archbishop, the 
Eing took care to remove from him two virtuous and upright 
Clerics who had been brought up from youth by the Archbishop 
himself. One of themwas the Treasurer of York; the other a 
Canon of Salisbury. The na-rne of both was John. He took this 
step lest they should become v.aluable to the Archbishop by 
their advice and help. The one he ordered chosen and ordained 
Bishop of Poi tiers; the other he ordered in exile. It was 
thought that he broug~Gilbert, the Bishop of Hereford, 




closer to himself by obtaining from the Pope his transfer 
to London in order to employ his counsel against the Arch-
bishop. 
Many chapters of those customs vret'~ concerned with the 
suppression of ecclesiastical liberty, and the absolute 
oppression of the Clergy: 
• • That a Cleric accused of theft or rap~ne or some such 
crime must first be tried in the King's court. 
Likevrise, that no earl or baron, or official of the 
King, should be excommunicated for any crime without first 
consulting the King. 
That no appeals can be made to the Pope, unless there is 
first a trial in ecclesiastical courts, before the dean, 
Archdeacon, Bishop, Archbishop in turn and finally in the 
court of the King. 
That no Bishop or other Cleric should go to the Pope 
v:hen called by him or appealing to him except with the 
permission of the King. 
That all controversies concerning infidelity to oaths 
should be tried in Church court; but only in matters concerned 
with the spread of the faith, marriages, dowry or similar 
questions which it becomes only the Church to handle. But 
cases of oaths concerned vnth other things as debts and 
other things of the same nature, the King decided should be 
r 
tried in the secular court. 
And that Bishops must be present at all the secular 
trials of the King, except in cases of blood. 
Other things of the sa.me nature were set dovm which 
.. ; 
openly inveighed against the sacred constitutions of Canon 
La.w. But those constitutions had never been written nor 
even existed in the En::;lish Kingdom. And even if they had 
• • 
been, instead of insisting more on their antiquity and use 
than on their right, in laying dovm such statutes, the 
King should have listened to what the Lord says: nGuard 
my lavrs 9011 • Also, 11Woe to those who make unjust laws 91 n. 
And furthermore, it is not knmm that the Lord said: nr 
a..lll customn; but He said: n 92n I a..lll the truth • And besides, 
the authority of custom and long use is not so great, as a 
93 pagan emperor said, as to supercede reason or law. In 
fact, as soon as equity and justice become manifest, use 
must give way to reason, as the holy Fathers have v.rri tten 
in their decrees; against their reason and ecclesiastical 
liberty, therefore, a Christian King has decreed and written 
laws. But Archbishop Thomas, "the man upright in life 
90 Compare Proverbs 7.2 
91 Compare Luke 11.46 
92 John 14.6 




and free from. guilt94," could be attacked on no other groun<fS. 
The most exquisite deceit and malign art had put him in that 
position, so that if he affirmed these customs he would fall 
into the hands of God; if he rejected them he would fall into 
th~ hands of the Xing and condenmed and"7killed as a disturber 
of the royal majesty and an enemy to the crovm. It was 
said that this plot had been devised by Roger, Archbishop 
• of York, Hilary, Bishop of Chichester, Gilbert, Bishop of 
London, and <Jocelin, Bishop of Salisbury. l!'or they vrere later 
severely rebuked by the Pope concerning this matter, andre-
gained the esteem of r.1en by taking an oath. Hilary however 
died before taking the oath • 
. And so the lang caught the consent of the clergy to 
those laws. Finally a crucial argu_ment vva.s presented to the 
Archbisho;o and the dissenting Bishors when the agents of the 
King told them that if he contradicted those decrees it was 
as if he wished to rer.1ove the crmm from the King. 'l'he 
Archbishop long resisted, long contradicted the Bishops 
who coa...'Ced him to agree. At last the final messengers of the 
King came, telling secretly what the future vmuld hold if 
he did not agree. From fear of death and to satisfy the 
King, Thomas f.;ave his consent for a time, with the stipula-
tion, in the word of truth, and with his seal. He and the 
94 Horace, Odes 1.22.1 
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Archbishop of York and all the Bishops promised to observe 
those statutes for the sake of the King, legitimately, 
vd thout deceit and in Good fa.i th. Then the King transmitted 
these laws to the Pope for confirmation; but the Pope, af'ter 
,..., 
reading and understanding them, rejected, feared and condemned 
them. 
The Archbishop, the elect of' God, ~ose stronger after his 
fall, resQ~ed his old courage, did penance, began to aff'lict 
himself vGry severely with austere food and clothes a.nd with-
drew from the Service of the Altar until by Confession and 
"worthy fruits of penance95n, he merited to be absolved by 
the ::.:?.oman Fontiff. His penance 'Was sincere, because he pre-
pared to revoke and correct his error as far as he could. 
But his co-Bishops either did not 'wish to recall ·what they 
had said; or did not dare to do so f'rom fear of the King 
which had taken hold of' them. Hearing that the King 1va.s at 
l'ioodstock at ~is home, surrounded by a court enclosed with a 
stone wall, the Archbishop journeyed thither to speak ·with 
him. But he was turned from the door and returned to Canter-
bury. Then the Archbishop repaired to Romney, one of his 
villages by the sea, intending to leave so as to avert the 
anger of the King for a time. He hrice tried to cross; but 
95 Fatthew 3.8 
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either there vro.s no wind or it was unfavorable. ·when the 
Xins heard this he vro.s. more angry than ever. 
Then the King called another General Council, designating 
.. ; 
the ·clace as Northampton anc' the day as Tuesday, the octave 
of St. •:ichae196 • The clay appointed for the Council carne. 
On that very day i."TC carne to Northampton;. The Archbishop did 
not see the Kine; that day because he vms out hawking about 
rivers and streams and did not return home till late. The 
next morning, havin7, said l'J;ass and his Office, the Archbishop 
vrent to the court in the palace of the King. Admitted 
into an ante chamber, he sat dmrn a-waiting the King, who was 
then hearing l:Iass. Vfuen the King ca.rne he rose reverently to 
receive him and showed a firm ~~d quiet countenance, ready 
to receive modestly the usual Jnglish custom of a kiss if the 
King should offer it. But the King did not offer it. 
The first matter which the Archbishop took ur1 for dis-
cussion was the <tffair of Willia'n de Curci who had seized one 
of his hostelries; and he asked that the King order him out. 
The King did so. Then he said that he had come to make answer 
to ithe summons o:f the King as in the case of John the Marshal. 
John sought some land from the Archbishop, a part of the 
96 October 6, 1164 
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archiepiscopal manor of Pagha.m. Certain days ·were desig-
nated for the trial of his case, after which he came to the 
Archbishop's court with a brief from the King97• There he 
gained nothing, since he had no right. But as the law then 
.. , 
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stood, he finally attested a. defect in the Archbishop's court; 
but he did so on a. tropa.ry extracted from under his cloak 
in spite of the remonstrances of the justices of the Arch-
• bishop's court saying that he should not use any book for 
that. Returning to the King, he obtained letters of cita-
tion against the Archbishop, calling him to answer in the 
King's court. The trial 1.ms set for the day of the Exal-
tation of the Cross98• But the Archbishop did not come on 
that day; instead he sent four knights with letters from 
himself and the sheriff of Kent testifying to the injury of 
John and his invalid claim. ',':'hat was the result? The King 
was indignant that the Archbishop, when called by him, had 
not come in person to ansvrer the charge. He treated his mes-
sengers <rlth·unkindness, heaping upon them his anger and 
threats as if they had brought a false, null and worthless 
excuse to court against the citation of the King. Finally 
he let them go but with reluctance, even though they fur-
nished bail. And so at the instance of i:his sa..rne John, 
97 Here Fitzstephen interrupts his narrative to give the facts 
of the case of John the Marshal. 
98 September 14. 
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another day was set (the first day of the Council) for set-
tling that s~~e case, letters being sent to the sheriff of 
Kent, ordering the citation of the Archbishop. Not only then 
but lonoa- before he had refused to write. to him because he did 
.. , 
not want to gr~et him. Nor did the Archbishop receive any 
other citation to the Council, solemn and before any other 
SQ~~ons, through letters directed to hi~elf as v~s the 
ancient custom. 99 The Archbishop, I repeat , said that he c~me 
by the co~nand of the King for the case of John. The King 
answered that John was employed in his service at London but 
would come soon and then he would look into their case. But 
that John was with other treasurers and collectors of revenue 
and public debts of London seated at a square board which 
is co~monly called Chess from the two-colored stones used. 
But the board of the King is covered v.ri th coins of a white 
color; here also the wishes of the King's crown must be ful-
filled. Nothing further on that day was transacted betvreen 
the King and the Archbishop·. But the King told him to go to 
his hostelrJ and return the next day for his trial. The 
Archbishop returned. 
On the second day, at a meeting of all the Bishops, ex-
cept the Bishop of Rochester who had not yet come and another 
one, all the earls and barons of England and many from Nor-
99 Here the narrative is resumed. 
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mandy, the Archbishop was accused of L~se-majeste to the 
crovm of the King, because, as 1vas said above, he had neither 
come nor suitably excused himself when summoned by the King 
for the case of John. In defense the A.r,chbishop brought 
up John's injury, mentioned above, and the contention that 
the case was proper to his jurisdiction and to the integrity 
of his court; but to no avail. The Kin~demanded a sentence. 
No reasons of the Archbishop's met with approval. It 
seemed to all that from the reverence due to the royal 
majesty, from the obligation of homage which the Archbishop 
had contrr,.cted towards his King, and from the fidelity and 
observance of earthly honor which he had sworn, the Arch-
bishop had not sufficiently defended or excused himself. 
Because when summoned by the King, he neither came nor al-
leged through his messengers any infirmity of the body, or 
necessary business of his ecclesiastical office which could 
not be differed. And they said that he must be condemned to 
a pecuniary penalty which was the confiscation of all his 
movable goods to the mercy of the King. There was disagree-
ment between the Bishops and nobles vath regard to passing 
the sentence, each party shoved the task on the other; each 
one ex-oused himself. The barons said, nYou bishops ought 
to pronounce sentence; this does not pertain to us; we are 
laymen, you are ecclesiastics as he is, his :fellovv priests, 
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his fellow Bishops. 11 To this, the Bishops, 11 Nay, this be-
longs to your office, not ours; for this is not an eccles-
iastical but a secular sentence. We sit here not as Bishops 
but as barons. YJe as barons and you barons are equal here. 
,.;., 
In vain do you insist on the argument of our order; because 
if you consider the ordination in us, you must like·wise con-
•• 
sider it in him. But from the very fact.that we are Bishops, 
we cannot judge our .Archbishop and superior. 11 Hearing all 
this controversy about passing sentence, the Kingbeca.rne 
angry and ended all argument by ordering the Bishop of Win-
chester to pronounce sentence, a function which he unwillingly 
performed. The Archbishop, however, because it is not good 
to contradict the sentence or decision of the court of the 
King of England, endured the penalty at the advice of the 
Bishops. As it were in concession to the sentence, as is the 
custom, solemn bail vro.s placed in the hands of the King to 
pacify and honor him. All the Bishops stood surety except 
Gilbert of London, v;ho refused to stand bail when asked --
a fact which caused a sensation. 
Later, on the same day, the Archbishop >vas called to 
account vri th respect to three hundred pounds he received from 
the Castelry of Eye and Berkha.rnpstead. The Archbishop, first 
declining a trial, since he had not been s~~~oned to render 
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an account of that money, said that he had spent that money 
and much more for the repairs of the Tower of London and the 
two castles mentioned above, as could be seen. The Y-.ing did 
not wish to be the author of that vrhich had been done through 
Thomas. He demanded judgment. The Archbishop, for the sake 
of the King,agreed to return this money, because he vvas 
absolutely unvvilling that money, no mat\er how much, should 
be the cause of anger between them. Accordingly, he offered 
separate laymen as bail, the Earl of' Gloucester, William of 
Eynesford and third man, all his own men. This closing the 
day, they departed. 
On the third day, on a formal claim of restitution of a 
certain sum of money, the Archbishop was SQmmoned by inter-
mediaries to anm~r for five hundred marks which he had bor-
rowed in the war against Toulouse, and also for another five 
hundred marks for which the King had stood surety for him in a 
loan from a certain Jew. He was also called to a suit in-
volving his management of all the revenue of the vacant arch-
bishopric and other bishoprics and abbacies which were vacant 
at the time when he was Chancellor. Of all these he was or-
dered to ;~i ve an account to the King. The Archbishop answered 
that he had come >rithout being prepared or summoned for such 
an account. But if it vms necessary that he render such an 




right in due time and place. In this matter the King ex-
acted precautionary bail from him. The Archbishop said that 
he had to have the counsel of his suffragans and Clerics in 
this matter. The King gave in. Thoma&7departed, and from 
that day forth, the barons and other knights, knowing the 
mind of the King, did not come to his castle. 
On the fourth day, ecclesiastical !ersons of all ranks 
came to the Archbishop's castle. He held discussions about 
these matters and heard their counsel, first with the Bishops 
separately then with the Abbots separately. According to the 
counsel of Henry the Bishop of Winchester, who had ordained 
Thomas, and who promised strong help in this trouble, the 
attempt was made to soften the King with money. He offered 
him two thousand marks. The King refused. Some of the clergy 
advised the Archbishop to safeguard the Church of God 
according to the obligation of the Office he had assu.med, 
defend his person and dignity, and honor the King in every-
thing that did not impair reverence to God and ecclesiastical 
honor; that there was nothing from the opposition >~ich he 
had to fear, since no crime, no immorality could be alleged 
against him. He had been presented to the Church of Canter-
bury free of the Chancery and all secular claims of the 
King; considering that even any vacant abbey >rill not receive 
a stranger monk as Abbot unless he has first been discharged 
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free of all obedience to his Abbot. Others, secretly inclined 
to favor the King, entertained a far different opinion, say-
ing, "The Lord the King vras disturbed by anger against him. 
From certain signs we interpret the mi~ of the King to be 
this, that our Lord the Archbishop after resigning the arch-
bishopric and everything throw himself entirely on the mercy 
of the King. n .AJ.so among them was Hila~ of Chichester, 
inclined to favor the King; he said to Thomas: "Would that 
you could remain Thomas and not be Archbishop." He also spoke 
other things concerning him, "Every plant which the Father of 
heaven hath not planted shall be uprooted10011 ; as if to say 
that the declared vnll. of the Iling had preceded his election. 
Later the Archbishop in exile said to someone concerning him, 
11And he held the place.of the traitor Judas among his brethren." 
Later, before the recall and peace of the Archbishop, he 
died as if struck by God. This man from Chichester con-
tinued, speaking for himself and some of his accomplices, 
11From your life vd. th and friendship to the King as 
Chancellor you know him better than 1ve. It is very clear 
to you vrhich vdll accomplish more: resisting or submitting. 
In the Chancery you served him honestly ~~d creditably, both 
in peace and in vmr; you found praise, though not >rithout 




envy. Those who envied you then, now enflame the King against 
you. ~Vho can stand bail for you in such a large reckoning, 
in such an uncertain ~~ount of money? It is said that the 
King has said that no longer will he thiJ King and you the 
Archbishop be together in England. It is safer to leave 
everything to his mercy; unless perhaps (which God forbid) 
calling you as his Chancellor and treas~er to give an account 
of his revenues, he should retain you as guilty of extortion 
and with no one to offer bail, or should lay hands on you. 
From which the Church of England would feel sorrow and the 
countenance of the Kingdom would blush with sh~~e. 11 Someone 
said, "Far be it that he provide thus for himself and the 
safety of his body and dishonor the Church of Canterbury which 
chose him for herself. None of his predecessors did that and 
still they suffered persecutions in their day. Besides he 
might be able to relinquish for a time into the hands of ~ur 
Lord the King the benefices from the archbishopric, manors 
and the like ; but his Office never. " And so the consultants 
were drawn into various opinions; one this way; another that 
way. 
The fifth day, which was also Sunday, was gi-ven entirely 
to taking counsel. There was hardly any time for refection. 
The Archbishop did not leave his hostelry. 
On the sixth day, a 1~akness suddenly struck him and 
•• 
prevented him from going to court. In fact he trembled 
with cold and pain in the kidneys. It was necessary to heat 
pillows and apply them one after another to his side. \'Vhen 
the King heard this, he sent all .his earls, and many barons 
to ask the result of his counsel and to propose whether he 
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was willing to offer bail as surety for his int~ntion of render-
ing an account of his receipts from vacait Churches during 
the time pe was Chancellor and to stand trial for them. The 
Archbishop answered through his Bishops that if his sickness 
of body permitted him to go to court on the next day, he 
would do what 1ms necessary. 
The next morning, he celebrated the Mass Etenim sederunt 
101 principes at the altar of St. Stephen the Protomartyr • 
The King's informers, spying on him, immediately reported to 
the King the chant of that !.lfa.ss, wickedly concluding that the 
Archbishop, as if he were another ~tephen Protomartyr, cele-
brated that 1~ss for himself against the King and those who 
persecuted him unjustly. 
Afterwards he went to court. To Alexander his crossbearer 
who preceded him on the way, he said, 11 I should have done 
better, if I had come in my vestments. 11 For he had 
proposed to come bare-foot, in his vestments and carrying 
his cross, a.nd thus enter before the King to supplicate him 
101 October 13 
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for peace to the Church. But his Clerics dissuaded him 
from this intention, neither did they think that he should 
carry his cross. After he had descended from his horse and 
was about to enter the hall of the castle, he took in his 
hands the cross which Alexander Llewellyn had carried on the 
way. There at the door of the hall sto~d the Bishop mentioned 
above, Gilbert of London. Hugh de Nunant, a certain Arch-
deacon of Lisieux, who had come with the Archbishop and be-
longed to his household, said to Bishop Gilbert: "My Lord 
Bishop of London, why do you let him carry his cross?" The 
Bishop answered, "My good man, he always was a fool, and 
always will be. 11 As the Archbishop ca..me everyone gave way. 
He entered the council-chamber and sat in his usual place, 
the Bishops being next to hLm, the Bishop of London closest 
of all. Those present were struck with a..mazement, and all 
looked at him. The Bishop of London persuaded him to give 
his cross to one of his Clerics, saying that he looked as if 
he vrere ready to disturb the whole Kingdom. 11 You hold your 
cross in your hands, 11 said the Bishop of London, "what if the 
King should take up his sword, behold a splendid King, behold 
a splendid Archbishopl" The Archbishop answered, "If it were 
possible, I should ahmys carry it in my m.vn hands; but now 
I know vrhat I am doing. Would indeed that I would preserve 
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the peace of God for my person and the Church of England. 
You say what you please; if you were in my place you vrould 
feel· otherwise. But if our Lord.the King, as you say, would 
now take up his s1vord that indeed would not be a sign of 
peace. n Perhaps the Archbishop 1rms thinking of his straitened 
cireQmstances at Clarendon when the mesiengers of the King 
came to him in tears. 
All the Bishops were called to the King and remained 
vnthin a long time. With them was Roger the Archbishop of 
York, who came last to court in order that his entry might 
be more conspicuous and he would not seem to be privy to the 
King's counsel. He carried his cross before him though out-
side of his territory, as if 
"pilum threatened pilum102". 
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The Pope by letter had even prohibited him to allow his standard ~ 
bearer carry his cross in the province of Canterbury. But he 
acted in virtue of an appeal he had made against the 
prohibition, claiming that the prohibition had come from a 
false suggestion of the Lord of Canterbury. And no ;vonder, 
if pain and lamentations and sorroi"T of heart obsessed the 
Archbishop; for he had heard that on that day either he 
would be seized through some sentence or if that danger 
102 Lucan 1.7 
r •' 
would pass by, by the plotting of vncked men against him, 
would be attacked and killed apparently vnthout the knowled@8 
of the King. 103 h" t h . In the meantime, Herbert lS eac er ln 
.... 
Holy Scripture, spoke silently and secretly to the Archbishop, 
"Lord, if perchance they lay impious hands on you, have the 
form of excommunication ready against them; that neverthe-
• less the spirit might be saved in the day of the Lord104". 
1N1llia.m Fitzstephen who sat at the feet of the Archbishop, 
said to Herbert, speaking in a somewhat louder tone, so that 
the Archbishop might hear, "Far be it from him; not so did 
the holy Apostles and sublime martyrs of God when they were 
captured and assaulted. Rather, if this happens, let him 
pray for them and forgive them and possess his soul in pa-
t . 105. t f h lence For if i should happen that he su fer for t e 
cause of justice and ecclesiastical liberty, with the help 
of God, his soul will be in peace, memory and benediction. 
If he should pronounce sentence against them, it would seem 
to all that out of anger and L~patience he had done what he 
could to avenge himself. And no doubt would act against 
103 This is Herbert of Boshrun also Cleric and biographer.of 
St. Thomas. 
104 1 Corinthians 5.5 
105 tompare Luke 21.19 
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the decrees; as St. Gregory wrote to Archbishop Januarius: 
'You show that you do not think of heavenly things, but 
prove that you have an earthly conversation, when you hurl 
the malediction of anathemas, which is forbidden by the 
.. , 106 
sacred rules, in revenge for a personal injury ,n. John 
Planeta, when he heard this, tried hard to keep back the 
flowing tears. And likewise, Ralph de Diceto, Archdeacon 
• 
of the Church of London wept very much there on that day. 
•• 
Hearing these things, the Archbishop pondered them in his 
heart107• After a little while, the same William Fitzstephen 
wished to speak to the Archbishop, but was forbidden by a 
marshal of the king who standing by with a rod prevented him, 
saying that no one should speak to him. On which, after an 
interval, looking up to the Archbishop, he made signs to him 
with his eyes and lips indicating that he should look at the 
example of his cross, and the image of the .Crucified which 
it carried and that he should occupy himself in prayer. 
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The Archbishop understood well this sign and did so, "strengthen-
ed in the Lord108n. Many years later, when the Archbishop 
was an exile in France, he met this sa.me Willia.m at St. 
Benedict's on the Loire109 who was on his way to the 
106 Gregory, Epistles 2.49; Gratian, Decrees 2.23.4.27 
107 Compare Luke 2.19 
108 Ephesians 6.10 
109 Fleury 
Pope, and recalled this incident among other remembrances 
of his trials. 
But, 0 Christian King, what do you think? By reason of 
baronies and possessions 1 will the son ;udge his father in 
secular court, the subject his Archbishop, the sheep his 
pastor; and when the least Cleric and guilty is not bound 
to answer in secular court? You say no,•but the King judges 
the baron. To which I say: It is a greater thing in you to 
be a Christian, to be a sheep of God, to be the son of adoption 
of God than to be a King. And in him it is a greater thing 
to be Archbishop, to be Vicar of Jesus Christ, than to be 
your baron. Consider the order. His possession is less 
than his order, but the greater judges the lesser, the 
more wor.thy the less worthy. Therefore his order ought to be 
stronger and more efficacious to exempt him from your court 
than your barony and possession to retain him there subje.ct 
to punishment. And if you consider this same possession of 
his a little further, you find it is not his but the Church's. 
It was secular; but given to God it has become ecclesiastical. 
Its secularity has been absorbed in it by title of divine 
right. Whence not by reason of his possession is the 
Archbishop held liable to punis~~ent by a secular court. 
Accordingly neither by reason of his person, nor by reason 
of the thing which he possesses, must he be judged by the 
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court. The Archbishop must be reserved to the judgment of 
the Pope alone; the Pope to that of God alone. If you had 
anything against him which could not be settled in concord 
and charity, you should have-left him w the Pope. Called 
to account by him, he would answer there through the medium 
of our Bishops and Clerics; or you should have asked that 
legates with full judiciary power be se~ a latere110 from 
the Pope into your Kingdom. The Bishop of Hereford, Master 
Robert of Melun, who for more than forty years had taught 
•• 
dialectics and Holy Scripture at Paris, one day at a certain 
meeting of some Bishops and many Clerics, proposed the sad 
question: "If it should happen," he said, "(which God 
forbid), that our Lord the Archbishop should be killed in 
this. cause for the liberty of the Church, would we ever con-
sider him a martyr? To be a martyr is to die for faith, our 
mother." To which someone made reply, "Undoubtedly if it 
should so happen, (which God forbid), it would have to be 
said that he most gloriously obtained the crown of martyr-
dom. Faith is not the only reason for martyrdom; but there 
are many reasons, truth, the liberty of the Church, love of 
110 a latera (from the side). A legate a latera is a Cardinal 
sent by the Pope as his personal representative in im-
portant and confidential matters of Church and State. 
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country or neighbor, any one is a sufficient cause, provided 
God is included in the reason. St. John the Baptist did not 
treat of the articles of faith vvi th Herod and Herodias but 
he died for truth, because he said: 'It is not permitted 
111 for you to have the vrife of your brother '. Likewise this 
man said, 'It is not permitted to you, 0 King, to oppress 
the Church with this servitude, so that ecclesiastical men, 
the ordained of God, he held liable to your constitutions which 
are contrary to the Canons.' Likewise, seven brothers, with 
their mother looking on and encouraging them to persevere 
manfully, suffered diverse kinds of martyrdom, because they 
did not >vish to break the con~and of God and the observances 
of their fathers concerning the eating of swine's flesh112• 
St. Lanfranc Archbishop also consulted St. Anselm, then 
Abbot, concerning St. Alphege113 whether he was to be held as 
a martyr; proposing that he had been killed by foreign enemies, 
who had sailed to England, for this reason trat he refused to 
give the gold which they had demanded from the people of the 
Church of Canterbury. St. Anselm an~vered: 'In this must 
111 Compare Matthew 14.4 
112 2 Machabees 7 
113 St. Alphege, Alphage or Elphege (954-1012) vvas Archbishop 
of Canterbury. In September lOll the Danesmcked Canter-
bury and took him prisoner. Refusin~ to give a ransom 
for his freedom, he vms rut to death. 
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he be consid~red great, that he did not prefer to defend or 
prolong his life to allowing his sons and neighbors be troubled 
with the payment of the money vmich the enemies had imposed. 
Indeed he died for the liberty and wel~~re of his neighbor. 
"Greater love than this no man hath, that a man lay down his 
life for his friends 114". And the title of innocence, where 
no struggle preceded, makes a martyr.' ~ence even Abel is 
said to the first one crowned with martyrdom115 •. And indeed 
this <vas the sane opinion of the pagans: 
"• ••• the bitter fates and the crime of 
a brother's murder drive the Romans, 
ever since the blood of guiltless Remus 
flowed to the ground to be a curse 
to posterityll6n. 
0 Good Godl How many Clerics and knights who were 
present, pronounced true and fine opinions concerning the 
contempt of the world, when the Archbishop sat there alone 
holding his cross, and all his suffragan Bishops and the 
earls and barons had been called to the King and were 
separated from him. Someone said, "0 deceitful worldZ Its 
surface, like the tranquil sea, may sometimes be serene but 
within it holds hidden storms." Another said, trrn every-
114 John 15.13 
115 Genesis 4 
116 Horace, Epodes 7.17-20 
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thing there is change117". The love of God is not a feud. 
0 honors oft he worldl In which even what may be hoped for 
must be feared." 
The Bishops conferring within with~the King, told him 
a..TJlong other things that on the very day when they came to the 
Archbishop, they were accused by him of bad treatment, namely 
• that lately they with the nobles had treated him with a very 
hostile attitude, and had judged him more severely than was 
just and in an unheard of manner; that for one absence, which 
they called contempt of court but which should not be consider-
ed contumacy, they should not have condemned him to the 
mercy of the King for the pecuniary penalty of all his movable 
goods. For in this way the Church of Canterbury could be 
destroyed, if the unmerciful King should harden himself against 
him and even to the Bishops and barons themselves such a 
judgment in such a case could be deceptive. But that it had 
been decided to levy a sum of money on each county for the 
pecuniary penalty to be paid according to the mercy of the 
King. On London a hundred shillings were levied. In Kent, 
which being closer to the sea, had to keep the pirates from 
shore and struck the first blow in wars against foreign 
117 Terence, Eunuch 45 
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enemies, there was given greater liberty according to the 
greater burden it had to carry. And there forty shillings 
were levied in this way. And each one having domicile and 
home in Kent, should be judged and taxed at least according 
to the law of Kent. The Bishops also said that still on 
that day, vnthin ten days after the passing of the sentence, 
• he had appealed to the Pope against them, and forbade them 
•• 
by the authority of the Pope to judge him in the future for a 
secular complaint which arose from the time before he was 
Archbishop. 
The angry King sent to him his counts and barons to ask 
him if he confessed himself the author of this prohibition 
and appeal; especially since he was his liege servant and 
bound both by a co~~on oath and by the stipulation, in the 
word o.f truth, made at Clarendon, to observe his dignities 
in good .faith, vdthout evil deceit and legitimately. Among 
which dignities was this one, that Bishops be present at 
all judgments except those o.f blood. Also to ask o.f him 
whether he wished to avoid giving an account o.f the revenues 
of the chancery by .furnishing bail and to stand according to 
the sentence of the, court in this matter. To which the Arch-
bishop, having looked at the image of the Crucified, ·strengthen-
ing his mind and countenance, and remaining seated the 
while, thus to keep his dignity o.f Archbishop bright and 
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equal 6 and not to falter in one word, held a discourse in 
this wise. 
"My brethren, the Counts and Barons of my Lord the King, 
I a..m bound indeed to my Lord the King my liege, by homage, 
by fealty and by oath; but the oath of a priest ever has 
justice and equity for companions. I a..~bound unto the honor 
and fealty of my Lord the King, to render him servitude in 
all things for God's sake, saving obedience to God and ec-
clesiastical dignity and the archiepiscopal honor of my 
person, declining trial 6 as one who has a swn.TJtons neither to 
expose an account nor for any cause except the cause of John, 
neither a..TR I here held liable to the making of any oth~r res-
ponse in cause nor to the hearing of any sentence. I con-
fess and recall that I have received very many adnrlnistra-
tions and dignities from my Lord the King; in which I have 
faithfully served him, this side.of the sea and beyond; and 
having spent my proper revenues in his service 6 a thing of 
which I rejoice, I have even obliged myself to my creditors 
by very many debts. But when elected Archbishop 6 I had to 
be consecrated by divine permission and the grace of my Lord 
the King, before consecration I was dismissed i~mune by the 
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King, and presented to the Church of Canterbury6 free, tranquil, 
absolved of all secular complaint by the King, although now 
he denies it in his anger. This fact very many of you and 
all ecclesiastical persons of this Kingdo~ know well. And I 
do beg, beseech and entreat that you be conscious of this 
truth, that you may suggest these things to my Lord the King, 
against whom it is not safe, though licit, to nalle witnesses, 
nor is it now necessary, for I ac0. not pleading my cause. 
After my consecration I endeavored to pro~ote in zeal and 
deed the honor and duty I had undertaken and to some extent 
help the Church of God over which I was the visible head. 
v\'herefore if it is not given to me to help her, if I cannot 
advance her interests, in the face of the strong \rind of ad-
versity, I impute it not to my Lord the King, nor to anyone 
else, but principally to my sins. God is able to increase 
His grace to whom and when He wills. 
"I can give no sureties for rendering the accounts. I 
have already bound all the Bishops and my helpful friends; 
neither should I be forced to this, because it has not been 
judged against me. Neither am I in a cause for rendering 
an account, because I was not summoned to that cause; neither 
did I have summons to any cause except to the cause of John 
Marshal. But as to what you urge upon me concerning the 
prohibition or appeal made today against the Bishops, I do 




not however any contempt, they have condemned me more severely 
than was just, and beyond the custom and example of very 
great antiquity. Wherefore I appealed against them, forbidding 
them, while this appeal was pending, to judge me again con-
cerning some secular complaint arising from the time before 
I became Archbishop; and I still do appeal; and my person 
• 
as well as the Church of Canterbury I place under the protection 
of God and my Lord the Pope." 
He had finished. Some nobles returned to the King in 
silence, weighing and examining his words. Others said, 
"Behold we have heard the blasphemy of prohibition from his 
own mouth." Other barons and attendants of the King, walk-
ing with twisted neck, looking at him askance, spoke among 
themselves loud enough for him to hear: "King William, who 
subdued England, knew how to tame his Clerics. He imprisoned 
his own brother Odo, Bishop of Bayeux, who rebelled against 
him. He condemned Stigand Archbishop of Canterbury to be 
cast into a black well and perpetually imprisoned. Even 
the father of our King, Geof,frey, Count of Anjou, who 
also subdued Normandy with a strong band, had .Arnulf Bishop-
elect of Seez and many of his Clerics emasculated and the 
mutilated members brought to him in a dish; because before 
Geoffrey's consent, he had given his own consent to his 
election to the Church of Seez and had nonsidered himself 
elected." 
•• 
The King, having received the answer of the Archbishop, 
urged the Bishops, com.."llanding and exhorting them through 
the homage and fealty due and sworn to him, to pronounce 
.. ; 
sentence along with the nobles against the Archbishop. They 
began to excuse themselves through the prohibition which the 
Archbishop had interposed. The King di.j not agree; asserting 
that this simple prohibition of his did not hold against what 
he had done and sworn at Clarendon. On the contrary, the 
Bishops urged that to pass sentence belonged to the King and 
that the Archbishop could lay hands on them if they did not 
obey his prohibition and appeal; and he should be willing 
to consent to this prohibition both for the good of the King 
and the Kingdom. The King at last agreeing, the Bishops 
received his counsel and \~nt to the Archbishop. Robert 
of Lincoln was weeping and some others could hardly restrain 
their tears. Then the Bishop of Chichester, mentioned above, 
began to speak in this wise: 11 Lord Archbishop., saving your 
grace, we have much to complain concerning you. You have 
offended us your Bishops very much. You have brought us into 
a narrow pass, you have sent us as if between the hammer and 
the anvil, by your prohibition, which if we do not obey we 
shall be guilty of disobedience, or if we do obey we shall be 
involved in the chains of. the constitutions and the anger of 
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the King. For lately gathered with you at Clarendon~ we 
were sa~oned by our Lord the King concerning the observing 
of his regal dignities; and lest perhaps we could hesitate~ 
he sho1ved us. written copies of these same constitutions about 
which he spoke. At last we joined our consent and promised 
observance to them; you leading the way j. we your suffragans 
following from your precept. When, besides this~ our Lord 
the King required from us a sworn assurance and the impression 
of our seals to these things, we said that the sacer-
dotal oath should be sufficient to him, which we pronounced 
to him~ promising to observe those regal dignities of his, in 
the word of truth~ in good faith~ >vithout evil deceit and 
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legitimately. Our Lord the King being persuaded gave way. And 
now you compel us to come against this by interdicting us 
lest we be able to attend the judgment ~nich he exacts of us. 
From this burden and lest you add anything to our hurt~ we 
make appeal to our Lord the Pope, and in this wise do we 
obey your prohibition. 11 
The Archbishop answered: "I hear what you say~ and by 
the help of God I will stand by the prosecution of the appeal. 
At Clarendon~ nothing was conceded by me~ nor by you through 
me, but saving the honor of the Church. For as you yourself 
say~ we retained there these three determinations, in good 
faith, without evil deceit, and legitLmatell, by which are 
preserved for our Churches the dignities which we have by 
papal right. For what is against the faith due to the 
.;., 
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Church and against the laws of God, cannot in good faith and 
legitimately be observed; likewise, a Christian King has no 
dignity which destroys ecclesiastical 11berty which he has 
sworn. Besides, concerning these same regal dignities of 
which you speak, my Lord the King sent written copies of them 
to the Supreme Pontiff for confirmation; and they were 
returned condemned rather than approved. He has given us an 
example in doctrine, so that we also may do likewise, prepared 
with the Roman Church to receive what it receives, to reject 
what it rejects. Furthermore, if we fell at Clarendon, (for 
the flesh is weak), \ve ought to take up our courage and 
strive in the strength of the Holy Ghost against the ancient 
enemy who strives both that he who stands may fall, and he 
who has fallen may not rise. If under the stipulation: in 
the word of truth, we have there conceded or sworn unjust 
things, know that those who swear unlawfUl things are bound 
. by no law." 
The Bishops returned to the King and excused by his per-
mission from judging the Archbishop, sat by themselves 'apart 
from the barons. But the King demanded his sentence con-
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earning the Archbishop from the counts and barons. Certain 
sheriffs and barons of secondary dignity, ancient of days, 
were called out to be added to the number and take part in 
the judgment. After some delay the nob\es returned to the 
Archbishop. Robert the Count of Leicester, who excelled 
others by the maturity of age and morals, after urging a 
• few others to pronounce the sentence but they refusing, be-
gan to relate article by article the negotiations held at 
Clarendon, as he had done before. Hilary Bishop of Chichester 
was sad, as if in this there had been contempt manifested 
at royal majesty and a transgression of the promise there 
made in the word of truth; and he said to the Archbishop 
that he should hear his judgment. But not suffering him to 
say more the Archbishop said, 11111Jhat do you wish to do? You 
have come to judge me? You ought not. Judgment is a sentence 
brought after a trial. Today I have said nothing as for a 
cause. For no cause was I called hither except for the cause 
of John who was not tried with me. You cannot judge me for 
these things. I ~~ in some way your father; you however are 
the nobles of the palace, lay magistrates, secular persons. 
I hear not your judgment." The nobles returned. After an 
interval, the Archbishop, rising and taking his cross, sought 




day,opened. as it were willingly. to him. Some evil-mouthed 
f?llow followin~ him said that he left as the perjurer of the 
King; another, that he went as a traitor and spurned the 
judgment of the King. In the hall ful~ of men he hit against 
an unseen pile of wood, but did not fall. Mounting his horse, 
he took along Master Herbert who on account of the exceeding 
disturbance had not been able to find his own horse quickly 
enough, with him to the hostelry at the monaste~J of st. Andrew. 
OhZ Vfuat a martyrdom he endured in spirit on that. dayl But 
he returned more happy from the face of the council, because 
he was held worthy to suffer insult there for the name of 
Jesus118• 
Having prayed before the altar, he aftervffirds laid down 
his cros\s hear the altar of St. Mary. He sat down and his 
domestics gathered around him. Then Willia.T!l Fi tzstephen 
said to him, ttThis day indeed has been bitter.n To whom 
the Archbishop ansvvered, 11 The last will be more bi tter. 11 
After a little while, he exhorted his subjects, saying. 
11Let each of you keep himself in silence and peace. Let no 
bitter word go out of your mouth. Answer nothing to any 
slanderer; let yourself be insulted. It is of the higher 
person to suffer these things; of the lower to do them. As 
they should be masters of their tongues, so let us be the· 
masters of our ears. They do not slander me, but Him 1~o 
118 Acts 5.41 
considers wicked words as said against Himself'." 
The King, when he heard of' the departure of' the Arch-
bishop, and that his courtiers were following him with slander, 
asked by Robert of' Melun Bishop of' Her~f'ord, or perhaps 
.. , 
informed by someone else, before he had yet gone, sent word 
that a herald should cry through the streets after him that 
no one should in any way molest him or \is attendants. The 
Archbishop ate late that night, among his household as was 
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his wont. After supper, all his knights who were present, after 
rendering him homage and obtaining his permission, left him 
with tears. Later the Archbishop sent three Bishops, Walter 
of Rochester, his chaplain, and two whom he had ordained, 
Robert of' Hereford and Roger of' Worcester to the King to ask 
of him permission and safe conduct to leave on the next day. 
They found the King joyful; but he put off answering them till 
the next morning. Receiving the answer f'rom messengers, the 
Archbishop feared that that delay of the answer of' the King 
meant danger to him. 
It was evening; the hour set aside for Compline. The 
Archbishop told his companions that he wished to watch in 
Church. And indeed on one of' the preceding nights, he had 
passed the whole night in vigil and prayer in Church with his 
Clerics, receiving the discipline and genuflecting at the 
name of' each saint in the Litany. Certain ones of' his Clerics 
•• 
said to him, "We also wish to watch with you in Church." 
He answered, ttNo indeed; I would not have you troubled." 
In the silence of the stormy night he left with two companions, 
unaccompanied by any of his Clerics or.knights. When the 
.. , 
King and all the Council heard this the next day, taking counsel 
as to what must be done, he sent word that all the possessions 
of the Church of Canterbury should rem~n peacefully in the 
Archbishop's hands and none of his officials should be removed, 
because from there they had made an appeal. And he sent after 
him at his heels to the Pope on the continent the Archbishop 
of York and four Bishops, Gilbert of London, Hilary of 
Chichester, Bartholome\"T of Exeter, Roger of Vforcester, and 
two counts and two barons and three domestic Clerics of his 
household, who might prosecute these causes. The rest of the 
day and Council was spent in considering the leading of 
infantry against the rebellious Wales and perfidious King 
Rhys119• Upon request of the king, a promised multitude of 
warlike foot-soldiers as help for him was inscribed by each 
person present both ecclesiastic and lay. The Council vvas 
dissolved. 
On the following morning, those many and distinguished 
envoys were going to Dover, going the faster because they 
119 A rebellious noble of Wales. 
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thought that the Archbishop might have preceded them. The 
Archbishop, hiding among men who feared God and his dependents, 
sometimes travelling at night, delayed in England from the 
.,·, 
fif'teenth day after the feast of' St. M~chael to the second 
120 day of November , until a ship was prepared for him with 
pilot and sailors worthy of trust. On the same day, that 
• is the Co~memoration of the Faithful Departed, both he 
and the messengers sent against him, sailed across; they 
were driven to Southa.mpton by a terrible .storm so that the 
Bishop of London took off his cape and co,Nl; the Archbishop 
landed secretly at Gravelines. Thence the poor man with 
only two brothers went on foot as far as a certain Cister-
cian monastery at Clairmarais. Nevertheless with greatness 
of soul he was still·a spurner of fortune when it snarled 
just as he was before when it smiled. On the way someone 
recognized him and said, "This indeed is that former Chancellor 
of' England, now Archbishop of Canterbury." He answered, 
"Are the Archbishops of Canterbury accustomed to journey in 
this way?tt In a certain little village, he hired a horse, 
since his feet could not go further; which he mounted without 
saddle. 0 Good Jesusl Many indeed are the tribulations 
of the just and the sufferings of this time, nevertheless 
120 October 14--November 2, 1164. 
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... 
they are not equal to Thy rewards which Thou reservest unto 
the time of retributionl21. Behold this Thy Servant the Arch-
bishop has left everything; poor and in need of help he has 
.. ; 
f'ollowed Thee. 
They c~me to that monastery. Thence he was carried by 
boat to Clairmarais and then to St. Omer where he was received 
.. 
with flowing tears and. great joy by the Abbot and Community 
of St. Bertin. He was received with due compassion and ven-
eration by Philip son of Thierceville, illustrious Count of 
Anjou when the latter was asked for safe conduct and security 
to go tb the Lord King of France and he granted what was 
desired. Making some delay with the Abbot of' St. Bertin he 
awaited there his brother priests and Clerics and some of his 
mangled train. There horses, a chapel, vestments and every-
thing necessary for himself and his men who had come to him 
there were provided to the full by the munificence of the 
Count, the generosity of the Abbot and the neighboring persons. 
There Richard de Luci, messenger of the King of England, 
returning from the Lord King of France, after persuading 
Thomas to return to his country, rendered him homage. ~~en 
he continued his journey from there to the Lord King of 
121 Compare Romans 8.8 
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France he already had forty horses in his prebendal stall. 
ilfuen his arrival was made known to his Clerics, many of whom 
he had in France, they hurried to join his train. Venerable 
... , 
persons of the Church of France ran to the street from all 
sides to meet him. Even Henry hLmself, the Archbishop of 
Rheims, brother to the King of France, and Bishops and Abbots, 
• Archdeacons, Provosts of Churches, greet so great a.n exile 
with due veneration and put themselves and their goods 
freely at his service, and compel him with a certain insistence 
of devout charity to receive what is necessary. 
His coming became known to the Lord King of France 
Louis, and to the son of King Louis, who both had compassion 
piously in the Lord for one who had suffered insult and re-
joiced with him at his escape. Finally this rumor was divulged 
to Pope Alexander III who was at Sens. Alasl A schism indeed 
there was in the Holy Roman Church. And Frederic, would 
that he loved Godl A turbulent emperor, fostered with 
all his followers, first one, then another, then a third 
of the schismatics of all his lands. But the arrival of 
the envoys of the King of England also became known to the 
Pope; who sympathized with due compassion with the exiled 
Archbishop and congratulating him for fighting for the 
freedom of the Church, wrote to him that he should retire 
for a while by himself for the purpose of relaxation 
•• 
and rest and should come to him when cmocalled. All of France 
was moved with pity and compassion tow~rwards the Archbishop; and 
the spirit of all was excited against ti the King of England, 
... , 
especially against the Bishops. When ti. the Archbishop of York 
and the four Bishops and others all un6~nderstood this, they 
made Count of Arundel, William de Albiorin\ their leader; and 
when asked on the way to whom such a l~Llarge household, to whom 
such a train belonged, they answered: ti the Count of Arundel; 
the names of the Bishops being suppressessed, foT shameJ At 
last they ca.-me to the Pope. There flo'M'O owed from all sides 
whoever could come to the Pope's court,i t, from the Kingdom of 
France, from Burgundy, to see and hear '! r so many and such great 
envoys of the King of England; what kiml:ind of cause they had, 
what they would say or do. In a celebnObrated consistory, the 
Archbishop of York and all the Bishops as except Roger· of 
Worcester; and even the Count of Arunde:sb.del and Reginald of St. 
Valery--all of them spoke before the. Pooq Pope. They were almost 
of the same opinion concerning the co~~~endation of the illus-
trious King of England, as a Catholic A Prince, a devoted son 
and benefactor of the Pope, for his panaart a patron of the 
Holy Catholic Church, an honest man, looLlover of peace, mag-
nificent prince, venerator of ecclesia~aastical persons, and 
donor to the Churches of his Kingdom a~aaccording to God and 
without simony. And if now there was ru disagreement between 
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him and his Archbishop, the fault was not the King's. The 
God of peace and love, with the help of the Pope and the 
Church of Rome, when it should so please Him, would quiet this 
storm and clear the skies of their quar~el. Some one of them, 
among other things, diligently related the powers and the 
riches of the King of England. No one said anything at all 
against the Archbishop's person or touc~ng his cause with 
the King. To each of. them the Pope answered in the same 
way: "It pleases us that the King of England is such a man, 
and so good. Would that God may make an increase of virtue 
in him." There were there at the feet of the Pope at the 
s~~e audience, three or four Clerics of the Archbishop, whom, 
when they wished to speak for thei~ Lord, the Pope repressed 
saying that it was not necessary, since nothing against the 
Archbishop would be said. 
The Count of Arundel spoke more efficaciously and 
eloquently than the rest and thus was heard with favor and 
"won applause12211 • In secret they murmured in the ears 
of the Pope concerning the deposition of the Archbishop, 
tempting him with very great promises. At last it was even 
added that the annual Peter's Pence, which now came only from 
.those attached to the soil and not from all and went to the 
122 Horace, Ars Poetica 343 
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English treasury, the King would make and confirm forever 
to be paid to the Church from every inhabitant of the land, 
from every home from which smoke ascended, from cities, 
castles, boroughs and villages. The ~ual income indeed 
of the Church of Rome would increase to a thousand pounds 
of silver beyond what it then was. But when they found the 
Pope i~~ovable and a preserver of rigi~honesty, as it had 
been commanded them not to delay beyond three days at court, 
nor to aivait the Archbishop to prosecute the causes, after 
receiving permission and a blessing, they departed. 
Behold one day when they saw from across a certain river 
more than thir~y men on horseback from the Archbishop's train 
going to the Pope, taking counsel they sent back a Cleric of 
the King, Guy the Dean of Waltham, to see and hear how the 
coming of the Archbishop of Canterbury would be received in 
the Roman Court. As he was approaching Sens, a great number 
of Cardinals came to meet him on horseback, receiving him 
with joy. As he entered, the Pope rose to meet him with a 
kiss and tears and embraced him 1rlth fatherly sympathy, con-
soling him with much veneration and exhortation. 
On the Vigil of the follo~ving Christmas123, the King of 
England received his envoys at Marlborough and the personal 
123 A.D. 1164. 
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Nuncio of the Pope. Having failed i~ his purpose, he ordered 
that on the day after Christmas the Archbishop should be im-
mediately stripped of all his possessions, and the Church of 
Canterbury with all its lands and accessions and all the 
Churches and revenues of all his Clerics should be confiscated 
to the crown; and all the relatives of the Archbishop, and 
both the Clerics and laics of his house&old should be 
proscribed and banished from his Kingdom. On the second day 
after Christmas; the apparitors and officials of the King 
came to London, among whom was a certain Randulf de Broc 
"a monster the blackest of mankind124", 
to whom, layman even, and most cruel and very hostile to the 
Archbishop, he committed the Church of Canterbury, the 
primary See of England, to be guarded, nay rather to be 
destroyed. This man 1~th some others, was the executor of 
the K~ng's mandate; they did what was commanded, and even 
worse things than was commanded. All the relatives of the 
Archbishop found in the city _of London were called outside 
the city to L~mbeth in the very home of the Archbishop, and 
swore that they would go out from a seaport and from their 
native soil into exile at the first wind coming from the land 
and would go directly to the Archbishop himself; in order 
that thus the sight of them, his flesh, might bruise his own 
124 Virgil, Aeneid 1.347 
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flesh, their sorrows add to his sorrows and in order that 
as many of his subjects as appeared before him, exiled for 
his sake, might be so many swords piercing his soul. A 
heap of good things cannot be as enjoyable as departure is 
painful. His relatives of both sexes had to go out, and 
infants, some in their cradle, others at • the breast. Also 
all who were found out to be his Clerics and servants; and 
even those who gave him shelter for one night when he was 
wandering in England, a fugitive from the·face of the King. 
~nat then? This noble France mercifully received them all; 
the French King himself received some, the Archbishops, 
Bishops, Abbots, Priors, Counts, Barons, Provosts, Holders 
of fortresses, each of them received some. Religious women 
received the women and the children in the cradles. The 
noble people divided a...l!long themselves the needy co-exiles 
of Jesus Christ, the broken train of the good Archbishop, a 
•• 
desolate household; nor was there any one of them who lacked 
anything a...l!long those noble people of France who are not for-
getful of beneficence and communion. May God reward such 
sacrificesZ 
The good exile, the servant of Jesus Christ, Thomas the 
Archbishop, after confessing secretly to the Pope that he had 
sinned because he had been elected following the manifesta-
tion of the will of the King of England and likewise because 
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he had consented to the decrees of Clarendon, decrees con-
trary to the divine decrees, is said to have resigned the 
Archbishopric into the hands of the Pope, as if unworthy of 
it on account of these wrongs; and tha~ the Pope resisted 
him in this way for three days and afterwards xeturned his 
Office to him. Vfuen he understood in confession the life of 
the Archbishop and his interior and ver; sorrowful penitence, 
he admitted him into a fuller and more sincere love, knowing 
him to be a just ~d holy man, tending to the summit of per-
fection by the grace of God and the suffrages of his hidden 
virtues. 
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After some sojourn with the Pope, the Archbishop, following 
his counsel and desire, went to stay at Pontigny, that is, 
at the Abbey of monks of the Cistercian Order, who were 
hospitable and generous in providing what was necessary to 
himself, his many Clerics and his household servants. The 
Archbishop in the whole time of almost seven years of exile 
was occupied in practicing penance, purifying his conscience, 
sanctifying his life; and after the celebration of Mass 
and the contemplation of divine things, he would also give 
some time to the study of letters and especially to the 
Sacred Scriptures. He was also occupied in writing books 
and in seeking privileges from the Pope. He heard of no book 
in all the libraries of any Church of France, which ap-
proved by antiquity and authority, he would not have trans-
cribed; and he heard of no privilege which he would not seek 
for his Church, so that at no time previously was the Church 
of Canterbury so enriched and adorned with excellent volumes 
and Drivileges, as he now at last enriched it. Destitute of 
all his g;oods and awaiting mercy from a stranger's hand, the 
Archbishop sought to bear his o1vn exile and that of his sub-
jects with equinanimi ty. Placing liberty in exile before 
slavery at home, he patiently bore his lot. He cast his care 
on the Lord and he sustained him125 • He gave him grace in the 
sight of all flesh126 • The thought of the exiled Archbishop 
was the sa..rne as that of the Trojan: "Home is wherever it is 
12711 
well for man to be ; and the same as that of Ovid, 
128n 
"To the brave every land is his country • 
0 England, how great art thou when good and religious 
people are repulsed from thee? 1Vhen due liberty is denied 
to good Prelates, when the necessity of emigrating is im-
d th ? Alb t . 129 ·1 t Ath . d l d pose upon em. u 1us , an ex1 e a ens 1n u ge 
125 Compare Fsalms 54.23 
126 Compare Acts 2.47 Cicero 
127 Cqmpare Horace, Odes 1.7.21; Tusculan Disputations 5.37.108 
128 Ovid, Fasti 1.49~ 
129 Compare Cicero, Tusculan Disputatioro5.37.108 
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in philosophy with a very calm mind. This would not have 
happened to him, if in keeping silent in the Republic, he 
had obeyed the laws of Epicure. When the death of some of 
his nephews or relatives was announced ~o the Archbishop in 
exile, he was not moved; neither when any of his Clerics 
or envoys sent to the Pope malicio~sly misrepresented him • 
• There he was consoled by the conmon necessity of bearing the 
human lot, believing that life was as a fruit to be reaped 
by all, that earth to earth must be returned. Here he praised 
the virtue proper to each one and deplored his fate. 
Some of his Clerics were co-exiles with him outside of 
their natal soil. Their fathers, mothers, brothers and 
richer relatives, were forced with them to swear that they 
would go into exile and would present themselves to the 
Archbishop. Others remained and did not follow him; of whom 
was William of Salisbury a priest, who was captured and 
detained in Corfe castle for six months. Three, more wealthy, 
gave money for their redemption. Stephen of Everton gave a 
hundred pounds; Alfred of Wathemestede also gave a hundred 
pounds; and Thurstan of Croydon paid a hundred marks besides 
being imprisoned for one whole day in a filthy dungeon of 
thieves in London. Other wanderers and fugitives lived in 
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England for whose relatives and friends it was for a long 
time terrifying to see them dangerous to speak to them, 
unlawful to help them with shelter or food. For the younger 
.. , 
co-exiles and infants unjustly proscribed,~ny French people 
interceded before the King with tender compassion. The 
King of France interceded for some, the Empress, mother of 
• the King of England, for some, the Count of Flanders for 
some, and indeed other Bishops and counts of France for 
others. 
W'illia..rn Fi tzstephen made his peace through a. prayer 
which he had made and given to the King in the Chapel at 
Bruhill. This is the prayer, written in the person of the 
Lord King of England. 
0 King of all ages, 0 King of the heavenly citadel, 
Guide of Heaven, Guide of earth, King of kings most high; 
Who rulest even the seas, disturbest and excitest them; and 
when it pleaseth Thee, smoothest and calmest them. Thou 
hast created, and formed the heavens, earth a.nd seas; and 
governest all that Thou hast made and founded. Thou art 
the Donor of every good, 0 Omnipotent; the Giver of every 
favor, Lord of lords. 
Them that live a sLrnple life in the world but not of the 
world Thou crownest and rewardest with manifold glory. They 
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are made happy and crovnrred on the threshold of eternity whose 
minds are glowing with the fire of the Holy Spirit. 
Thou plungest into the infernal furnace of hell them that 
do not consider Thee the Helper of si~ers, the Lord exalted, 
. 130 
elevated above the cedars of Lebanon • Thou holdest en-
131 
closed in the darksome prison of infernal Avernus the 
guilty who dare condemn Thee, 0 God. ~ere the guilty at the 
command of God, for their kind of sentence, weep, stiffen, 
burn, hiss, and twist in every way. There is fear, there is 
weeping, there gnashing of teeth132 • There all punishments 
are full of the cries of lamentations. Here sorrows are 
sharper than other sorrows, here torturers are more wicked 
than other torturers. 
WW God, guilty I hQ~iliate myself to Thee. 0 true God, 
have mercy on Thy adoptive son. Thy suppliant, Thy servant, 
most clement God, adores Thee, and implores the gift of 
Thy grace. 0 King of Heaven, receive me called the King 
of Angels. Rule this King who by his own law cannot rule 
himself. To minister to Thee with a whole mind, to obey 
130 Compare Psalms 103.16; Isaias 14.8 
131 Poetical name for the infernal regions; Compare Ovid, 
Amores 3. 9. 27 
132 Matthew 8.12; Luke 13.23 
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and serve Thee is to rule. Thy soldier wishes to decline 
from base acts of sin. Would extinguish the renewed incen-
tives of lust; would turn from the excesses of customary 
false pleasures. 
I do not care if I love Thee with a pure heart, 0 God; 
how I am I consider little, hardly notice. I glory much in 
the transient things of this dayf delayiig too long I die in 
sin. I confess, my God, that I have erred and sinned. I 
have disgraced and violated the rights of purity. The sores 
133 
of my crimes "are putrified .and corrupted 11 11 and are con-
sidered like unto the sores of those who descend into the 
pitl34 • I have broken the law of honesty and chastity with 
impunity. Long in evils has my life been sleeping. Deign 
not Thou to correct me according to my sins Who humblest 
107 
all the proud who have suffered wounds. But to me, corrected 
and regarded by Thee, 0 God, grant ~hat by Thy grace I may 
praise and love Thee, purify and correct all that I have 
co~mitted. Vouchsafe a hope of salvation, the reality of 
virtue, innocence of life, the grace of chastity and purity. 
r.~en from dire mind, I sometimes rage in ~ger, dear 
God, do Thou moderate in me what I cannot control. 
133 Psalms 37.6 
134 Compare Psalms 87.5 
•• 
~~ray I have no anxiety to take away each one's rights 
or to violate the boundaries of the neighbor. Although 
they may be able to deprive me of money, arms, and sense, 
h t It h d 4.., t d . 135" . . w. a we ave, possess, whatever we o no es1re 1s 1n 
the crovms of a marauder and pagan king. May I not feel 
that those towns, castles and manors are lacking or wanting 
• to me unless I first take them. The towers of kings and the 
huts of the poor, full of abundance or lacking the needful, 
fall by a similar destruction and equal death136• 
Grant that my heirs may ascend the throne after me and 
under Thy protection may rule a peaceful kingdom. 
Grant that my Clerics may sincerely choose the right and 
law and love Thee with devout and undivided mind. May they 
live such a good life as to please Thee; may they show the~ 
selves to us a norm and form of life. 
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May all the people entrusted to my reign be directed and 
subdued to Thy rule. Look Thou upon them, defend them, show 
Thyself a shield to them; do Thou offer them Thy sceptre, Thy 
Kingdom, Vfuo rulest nations. Remove Thou war and spare us 
the chastisements of Thy wrath, repel the enemy, grant us 
peace. Human strength is vain; Thou knowest what is in man. 
135 Anonymous 
136 Compare Horace, Odes 1.4.13-14 
For in our small arms we are not saved, 0 Lord. Often seen 
and trusting in itself and its help, strength bereft of 
counsel goes back and falls against itself137; but from Thy 
~ 
throne, celestial virtue comes for a gift, through which 
victory over the enemy is given and procured. 
May our sewings rejoice us with tenfold fruit: May our 
• fields multiply abundance •rlth great harvest. So may we use 
and enjoy temporal good that we may rejoice and be glad vnth 
Thee in Heaven. 
Have Thou mercy on the souls of my relations, absolve 
them and cleanse them of all stains. 
To all the faithfUl living and dead, 0 Lqrd, bestow a 
peaceful and happy life in Heaven. 
Amenl 
137 Compare Horace, Odes 3.4.65 
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